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Cornell Art Center, A Reality 
The construction of the $1.2 million George D. 
and Harriet W. Cornell Fine Arts Center began 
August 3rd as official ground breaking ceremonies 
took place. The Cornell Fine Arts Center will be 
located on the Rollins campus adjacent to the 
Morse Gallery of Art. The trustees have re- 
christened the existing Morse Gallery building the 
"Jeannette McKean Gallery." Mrs. McKean has 
been a trustee of the College for many years, and is 
the wife of Hugh F. McKean, President Emeritus of 
the College. 
The Morse Gallery of Art has for many years 
featured exhibits from the internationally acclaimed 
McKean Collection of Louis Comfort Tiffany. 
College officials expect the gallery to close 
Sunday, April 18 during the construction period. In 
the future, it will be used to exhibit works owned by 
the College as well as loan exhibitions. 
Dr. Hugh McKean, during the 18 years he was 
President of Rollins College, served also as 
Director of the Morse Gallery and Curator of the 
College's Art Collection. More recently, he has 
served as Chairman of the Board of Trustees and 
Director of the Morse Gallery. 
Scheduled for completion by September of next 
year, the Cornell Fine Arts Center will provide all 
facilities for both the undergraduate art department 
and the Creative Arts Department's art programs. 
The complex will contain approximately 16,300 
total square feet. Of this total 13,800 square feet 
will be new construction with the balance being 
renovation to the existing Morse Gallery. Exhibition 
galleries and collection storage will be on one floor. 
The existing Morse Gallery will be renovated to 
accommodate the College's art collection and a 
new Gallery will be added. The exhibition galleries 
will be created around a reception gathering area 
which can be used for college functions and 
student gatherings. 
Dr. Critchfield noted that, "The construction of 
the Cornell Fine Arts Center will again emphasize 
the interest of the trustees, the faculty, and the 
students in this valuable area of study in a liberal 
arts college." 
The College continues to receive paintings, 
sculpture, and other works of art. A large portion of 
this outstanding and significant collection came to 
the College through the efforts of Dr. and Mrs. 
McKean. 
Reunion'77: Sports Hall of Fame 
TAR athletes, cheerleaders, autograph seekers, 
Saturday duffers and doubles teams, art enthusi- 
asts or just plain sun-worshippers...alumni all, you 
and you and you, plan to return to the beautiful 
Rollins campus March 18th, 19th and 20th for 
Reunion '77. There will be something for everyone. 
The Sports Hall of Fame will announce and honor 
its charter inductees, representing many of the 
varsity sports through the years. Yes, even 
football, for those of you after the early 50's...the 
TAR tackles made their mark! Star golfers and 
tennis players particularly are being encouraged to 
return and participate with the less agile Athlete or 
no, all can enjoy the annual Winter Park Sidewalk 
Arts Festival which will be taking place on Park 
Avenue throughout the very same weekend. Forty 
Plus alumni, those who attended Rollins prior to 
1937, will hold their annual formal luncheon on 
Sunday, but rest assured many will be present at 
the Hall of Fame banquet on Saturday also. Some 
may even receive laurels! 
The Class of 1952 can look to a special 25th 
reunion party. Kit Johnson Rutledge and Alice Egan 
began planning this affair before alumni had 
gathered for Reunion '76 in Washington D.C.. 
The Class of 1927 hasn't a worry in the world. 
Jeannette Dickson Colado, Kay Lewis Lehman and 
Billie Freeman Greene will find all your classmates 
and get them back to campus by one means or 
another. 
The tenth anniversary is one of the most 
interesting reunion years for alumni. Changing 
locations, jobs, "increasing the population," 
knocking a few more strokes off that handicap...a 
great deal takes place in the first ten years after 
college. Ye of '67, come on down. You're still 
young enough to remember ALL the past, and you 
have so much to share in the present. 
C. Douglas Kerr '66 and Alice Henry Acree '42, 
co-chairpersons for Reunion '77, have already 
begun scanning the alumni files looking for 
committee heads and volunteers. To date, the 
following alumni have stepped forward: 
various sub-committees. The more hands, the 
lighter the load. Please turn to page and fill 
out the Reunion '77 form lending your hand, and 
return it to the Alumni House before Thanksgiving. 
Preparations for the weekend have already begun, 
but volunteer assistance will not be called upon 
until after the first of the year. 
Ann Todd Johns '57 
Sherri Voss Lorenzen 
Ernest Zoller '29 
George W. Johnson '50 
Class Parties 
'59      President's Luncheon 
Forty Plus Luncheon 
Tennis Tournament 
Several   more   chairpersons    and    as    many 
volunteers as possible are  needed  to work on 
Reardon Returns 
John Reardon, leading baritone of the Metro- 
politan Opera Company, will open the 1976-77 
Rollins Concert Series with a performance on 
Sunday, November 7 in the Annie Russell Theatre. 
The concert will begin at 4:00 p.m. 
A graduate of the Rollins Class of '52, Reardon 
has gained international reputation as a performer 
of opera oratorio and recitals. Pianist Joanne Byrd 
Rogers '50 an alumnus of Rollins and wife of Fred 
Rogers '51 of the Mister Roger's television show, 
will accompany Mr. Reardon. 
From the Desk oft 
William R. Gordon '51 
YESTERDAY AND TODAY 
' 'Nostalgia - a wistful or excessively sentimental, 
sometimes abnormal, condition to return to, or of, 
some past period or irrecoverable condition, " so 
says Mr.  Webster. 
Several weeks ago I was struck with a mild 
infection brought on by a touch of "nostalgia." The 
malady caused my mind to become hyperactive 
with my thoughts racing back to my days as a 
student. They were pleasant thoughts of fellow 
classmates and the good days we had here at 
Rollins. What brought on this mild attack was the 
opening of school and my observations of student 
activities during the first few days. 
As I see it now - "nothing has changed, just a 
new breed is doing it." The guys continue to gather 
in small groups talking about the new crop of 
freshman girls. The freshman girls dart about 
campus all decked out looking real pretty ana 
excited. The freshman boys act nonchalant, hiding 
their apprehensiveness. Senior men and women 
put on their "sophisticated'-' personality to impress 
the new fledglings. 
Heavens, do you remember those days? Sitting 
here on campus, witnessing the routine rituals of 
the fall term makes it difficult to avoid the 
infectiousness of "nostalgia." 
ALUMNI  •'CONTACTS" 
We are experiencing a marked increase in 
inquiries concerning "alumni contacts" in various 
areas of the country. Many young alumni move 
from place to place frequently during their first five 
years out of college, and want very much to keep in 
touch with Rollins people. We have a need for 
alumni volunteers to act as "alumni area contacts" 
for the purpose of generally welcoming an 
alumnus/a to the area, and to assist them with 
getting settled. We are not suggesting that an 
"alumni area contact" person help get a job or to 
buy a home, simply offer a familiar guiding hand. 
We are also, however, looking for alumni who 
are interested in helping recent graduates become 
gainfully employed. Young graduates returning to 
their home areas need an "alumni contact" who 
will help them follow up leads to employment 
opportunities. 
If you are interested in either of these volunteer 
programs, please contact the Alumni House. We 
plan to give more details about "alumni contact" 
programs in our February issue. 
AREA MEETINGS 
I am planning to be out and about this fall visiting 
alumni and talking about the Alma Mater. President 
Jack Critchfield will be with me, as will his lovely 
wife, Nancy. Please make plans to attend the 
alumni meeting scheduled for your area of the 
country. Formal invitations are mailed to alumni 
residing in and near the selected cities. There is a 
possibility that an alumnus/a residing in a party 
area may not receive an invitation. Improper 
addresses are usually the cause of this situation. 
We regret this. 
Eleanor Reese Morse '35 and her husband have 
hosted a cocktail party on October 1st at the Dali 
Museum for Cleveland area alumni and parents. 
John "Red" Harris '44 hosted a Houston area 
party at the River Oaks Country Club on October 
8th. In November, the President and I will 
travel to Boston and Greenwich. We plan to 
visit New York City in December and Cincin- 
nati in January. 
*8» 
HALL OF FAME 
The Sports Hall of Fame Committee has 
announced the date for the inaugural installation 
ceremony for charter members. Induction will be 
the main feature event on the program at the 
Reunion Banquet, March 19, 1977. A deadline of 
November 15, 1976 has been set for accepting 
nominations to be considered for the '77 induction. 
All nominations will be kept on file for future 
consideration. 
ADMISSIONS 
Alumni often ask me about the quality of 
education at Rollins and inquire as to the entrance 
requirements. My reply is, "The standards for 
admissions are very high. It is getting tougher each 
year for a student to meet the requirements for 
admission. The quality of the student body reflects 
the level of educational aptitude requested by the 
faculty." The Admissions staff directed by Bill 
Hartog '69, with Hank Hencken '64, Mark 
Friedinger' , and Cynthia Grubb ' have done a 
"super" job of recruiting students for Rollins. This 
year's freshman class is loaded with academically 
talented young people. Here are a few facts about 
the students in the Class of '80: 11 valedictorians, 
9 saluditorians, 4 National Merit Scholars, 35 
Honors Degree Program enrollees. The Class of 
'80 has 428 students, 193 men and 234 women, 
with 32 states and 11 foreign countries repre- 
sented. Florida leads the states with 170. Financial 
aid (scholarships, grants, work loans or state 
federal funds) was granted to 118 students or 27% 
of the class, averaging $2,100 per student for a 
total of $-250,000. Alumni should be aware of the 
fact that 30% of the entire student body are 
recipients of varying levels of financial assistance. 
The continuation of financial assistance to highly 
qualified applicants will require a greater commit- 
ment of dollar resources from the College. This 
present level of commitment to needy students will 
continue to be made so long as the income from 
alumni giving programs and other funding sources 
increases in proportion to the demand. A Rollins 
student today pays approximately 72% of his 
educational costs. I suspect that this has been true 
to varying degrees for each alumnus/a. As I work 
more closely with the Vice President and Treasurer 
of the College, Charles Zellers, the more I become 
aware of the past financial history of the College. I 
am aware that members of my class, 1951, did not 
come anywhere near paying the real cost of their 
education. The College had to hustle for a great 
amount of money to keep the doors open, and, 
even then, operated on a deficit budget. I was not 
cognizant of this when I was a student, but I am 
fully aware of it today. 
Complete Classified Clips 
Page 19 
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Director of Alumni Affairs 
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Joan Schiemer '69 
Lynn Paredes '76 
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HUGH F. McKEAN SOCIETY 
A new donor club has been established by the 
Board of Directors to honor former President, Hugh 
F. McKean. The Hugh F. McKean Society will 
enroll as members alumni who contribute $250- 
$500 annually to the College. Dr. McKean, "Hugh" 
as he so often reminds people, served as President 
of Rollins from 1951 thru 1969 with dedication to 
the profession of educator and administrator. 
Rollins made great advances under his perceptive 
leadership and guidance. The Board is proud to 
offer membership in The Hugh F. McKean Society 
as a recognition of financial support to Rollins 
College. 
$$$ 
The Board of Directors of the Rollins College 
Alumni Association wish to say "Thank you" to all 
alumni who have previously contributed to the 
Alumni Annual Fund. The Board wishes to convey 
an expression of sincere gratitude for past support 
and urge your continued and generous response to 
our annual appeal. 
If there is to be a catch phrase or slogan to 
describe the impetus of this year's Annual Fund 
Drive, it would be the word "Impact. " Last year, 
alumni contributed $188,128, which recorded an 
appreciable increase in dollars. But, the increase 
in the number of donors was the most satisfying 
result of the campaign. The importance of a 
statistic - "percent of alumni donor participation" - 
is significant to the development program. A 
question the College must answer when it 
approaches foundations for support is, "What is 
your percent of alumni participation?" We can 
proudly state that the number of donors did 
increase 19%-in 1975-76 raising the number of 
donors to 1679.  This figure will have "Impact." 
To "Impact" and create a strong case for 
continued support from the College's friends, 
parents, foundations and corporation supporters, 
we, the alumni, must continue to donate and 
increase in numbers. With 14,500 alumni now on 
the rolls, a 20% donor participation will require 
gifts from 2900 alumni. 
Many alumni do not make a donation because 
they feel that a gift of $10 or $20 would not be 
significant. 50% of all gifts received in 1976 were 
$20 or less. Gifts of this level have "Impact." 
Simple arithmetic says that $145,000 to $290,000 
could be raised if each alumnus/a would send a 
gift of $10 to $20.  That's "Impact." 
Donor recognition clubs continue to be important 
to the success of the Alumni Annual Fund. 
Annual 
Fund 
1976-1977 
HAMILTON HOLT CENTURY CLUB 
The Board of Directors of the Alumni Association 
recognize the minimum standard for "leadership 
giving" via membership in the Hamilton Holt 
Century Club ($100-$250). 
PRESIDENTS CLUB and CONQUISTADORES 
The College is fortunate to have alumni who 
demonstrate a genuine concern for the welfare of 
Rollins, its faculty and students through donor 
participation in the President's Club ($500-$1000) 
and the Sociedad de los Conquistadores ($1000 
and up). 
$$$ 
III 
A $550 CHECK was presented to Charles Zeller (second from right), Vice President and Treasurer of Rollins College, by Joy 
F. Berman (second from left) and Lucille W. McClure (left), both alumnae of the college. The check from Martin Marietta 
Corporation matched individual employee gifts totaling $550 to Rollins College under the Corporation's Matching Gift Pro- 
gram for Colleges and Universities. It raised the overall contribution to $1600 for the 1975-76 campaign. William R. Gordon 
(right), Rollins Director of Alumni Affairs, spoke briefly following the ceremony, thanking the 22 Martin Marietta/Rollins 
alumni who had participated in the Matching Gift program. 
II Jeez, Dr. Hooker, That's Easy!" 
On January 15, 1884 Dr. Edward Payson 
Hooker, pastor of the Congregational Church of 
Winter Park, gave a sermon in support of "the need 
for the State of Florida for better schools and 
...for...higher education of the young men and 
women of the State, (and to) promote the growth of 
our churches, and in establishing the kingdom of 
our Lord." And so it was that the seed for the future 
of Rollins College was laid, that Alonso W. Rollins 
was to subscribe $50,000 for that end, and that 
Edward Payson Hooker became President when 
the doors opened November 4, 1885. 
It is the year 1976 and we Rollins graduates have 
good cause to celebrate our own bicentennial with 
1985 just around the corner. It is time to ring the 
Knowles Chapel bell as loud as we can, and with 
pride, for we have succeeded when other schools 
like Rollins have failed. We have grown and we 
have flourished, moving forward ever (except in 
times of national crises) to meet the modern 
educational needs of our youth. 
One might wonder though, in reflection, upon 
pulling back those mysterious curtains to heaven, if 
our founding fathers are as anxious to ring bells 
and set off fireworks as we are, for truth is that the 
honorables Hooker, Rollins, Comstock, Fairbanks, 
Knowles, and Chase might have found most of us 
ineligible to enter Rollins in the first place, at least 
not without first undergoing their "preparatory 
program." Requirements for admission in 1885 
consisted of "evidence through preparation in Latin 
and Greek, a knowledge of French, arithmetic, 
algebra, plane geometry, Physical Geography, 
History of the United States, and of Rome, Greece, 
and the Medieval Period." 
Elizabeth "Missy" Jones Kamrad graduated 
from Rollins in 1964. She is married to the former 
Tar oarsman, Dennis Kamrad '62, who is currently 
Crew Coach at Florida Technological University. A 
busy housewife and mother of two daughters, 
Missy always finds the time to put pen to paper, be 
the copy for a local civic organization, the local and 
national crew publications, or for her Alma Mater. 
Missy's way with the written word is unique. There 
is no other word to describe this refreshing and 
fond look at the history of Rollins  
One can, in fact, almost visualize President 
Hooker giving an oral exam to a 1976 freshman. 
"Son," says Dr. Hooker. "Translate this Latin 
passage for me." 
"Can't." says Student 1976. "All I know about 
Caesar is that he got knifed for making time with 
Brutus's woman, or was that the other way around? 
Anyway, those Latin dudes must have had learning 
disabilities. Why else would they write 
backwards?" 
"All right son," proceeds President Hooker with 
restraint, "What about your knowledge of Greek? 
You did study Greek, didn't you?" 
"Right on, Pop," emphasizes Student 1976. 
"My old man was a Teek, as in Tau Kappa Epsilon, 
and I can rattle off the Greek alphabet in a second 
so's I'll know it when I'm a pledge. Wanna hear it?" 
"No, NO, that's fine boy. Let's switch to 
something that might be a little easier for you. 
What can you tell me about Ancient History?" 
"Jeez, Dr. Hooker, that's easy! We just studied 
that. The United States beat the pants off that Hitler 
guy in World War II. I've got a whole model 
collection of those antique war planes at home. 
Wish you could see it!" 
"That won't be necessary," says Dr. Hooker, 
nervously folding his papers. "We don't seem to be 
communicating very well. Is there any possibility 
that you can tell me something, anything, about 
Greece?" 
"Sure," grins Student 1976. "That's where 
Aristotle Onassis used to park his yacht when 
Jackie had to go grocery shopping!" 
"Dear Lord," sighs Dr. Hooker, "Have mercy 
on this poor boy's soul." 
Were academics not enough to set Dr. Hooker's 
halo in a spin today, most assuredly the informal 
rules and regulations now governing Rollins would 
immediately, for in 1885 rules included "daily 
attendance at chapel and forbade the 'use of 
intoxicating drinks, use of tobacco within the 
college campus, all forms of gambling, and 
loitering in billiard saloons or similar places of 
resort.' On Friday evenings, gentlemen were 
permitted to call upon ladies in the reception room 
of the ladies cottage." Doubt seriously if the good 
Dr. Hooker, accustomed to such restrictions as he 
was, would have approved of such earlier practices 
as keg parties at The Pelican, hot pants worn to a 
Shakespeare lecture, necking in the Kappa Lodge, 
or pool tables in Frat houses, let alone the most 
recent innovation of "dormatory visiting rights!" 
Have we really changed so much? Have we 
really strayed from the path, academically and 
morally? Or is it just that only the people and their 
collective clothing have changed, less the 
institution of Rollins? There is a good case for this 
argument, for when Dr. Hooker, the founding 
trustees, and the first faculty determined what was 
to "be" Rollins, they established once and for all 
the policies which have since been steadfastly 
maintained: "that Rollins should be a small liberal 
arts college, coeducational, nondenominational, 
independent, comparable in its standards to older 
colleges in other sections of the country, and that it 
be national rather than sectional in the selection of 
faculty and students." Toward that end Rollins has 
never waivered. Because of that end Rollins has 
grown from a small babe in swaddling clothes to a 
fine College of graceful distinction. Chances are 
Dr. Hooker is pretty happy about the whole thing. 
We are. 
II Rollins Changing With Times, 
but Clinging to Liberal arts as Students Become More Practical" 
[Reprinted with permission  of  Winter Park Sun 
Herald] 
Jack B. Critchfield, 43, this year begins his 
eighth year as president of Rollins College. 
The college has seen many changes during his 
administration, which are touched upon in the 
following interview with Sun Herald staff writer Geri 
Throne. 
A graduate of Slippery Rock State College in 
Pennsylvania, he received both his master's and 
doctor's degrees from the University of Pittsburgh. 
He was assistant chancelor for student affairs and 
assistant professor of higher education at the 
University of Pittsburgh before coming to Rollins. 
Active in Central Florida in civic affairs, 
Critchfield is a member of the Florida Council of 
100 and vice president and a director of Loch 
Haven Art Center. 
0: The quality of the Rollins student has gotten 
steadily better in the last several years. How do you 
think Rollins compares academically with other 
colleges nationally, and in Florida? 
A: Well, there are the elite institutions of the 
Northeast and a splattering in the far West, who by 
statistical measure completely outdistance this and 
most other institutions. I doubt very much that any 
college that is not already in that group - the IVY's, . 
the Seven Sisters and a few others like that - will 
ever be able to compete with them. 
Rollins has made a planned effort in the last few 
years to admit only students we believe can 
succeed at this institution if they apply themselves 
in the right manner. As a result, the quality of our 
classes, as measured by high school standing and 
college board scores, has increased dramatically. 
That hasn't been easy, because the average in 
college board scores nationally has gone down. 
The proliferation of public universities and junior 
colleges, and the dropping of the number of 
students population-wise going, to college - all of 
these factors made that almost impossible. We're 
fortunate to have a very active admissions staff, a 
good one, a very effective one. We're fortunate to 
be located where we are! Somehow maybe we've 
been lucky in pulling out of this at a time when 
many other institutions who may have had 
standards similar to ours or greater have 
deteriorated. 
I wouldn't want to ever sound like an elitist 
because I'm not one, and this institution is not 
elite, in the best or worst sense of the word. But I 
think we can hold our head up to any institution 
today, not only on the basis of the quality of our 
students, but on the quality of the academic 
programs and the faculty at this college. 
In the Southeast, we rank very high. When you 
take a look at the fact that we have more common 
applicants with schools like Vanderbilt and Duke 
and Emory than we do with the public system or 
other small colleges,. I think it's indicative of the 
fact that the image of Rollins has changed. We 
have built a sound academic program that affords 
the student the opportunity to achieve not only here 
but to properly prepare for graduate school and 
professional schools and to go on and look for jobs. 
0. Do you think there's anything to the 
statement that the student of the 70's is 
"materialistic" and "uninvolved" compared to the 
"idealistic" student of the 60's? 
A. There's a difference between the two - a 
dramatic difference. I'm not ready to even accept 
in that question that the students of the 60s were 
moralistic and idealistic in all cases, any more than 
I can agree that all the students in the 70s are 
materialistic. I think you have shades of differences 
in either decade. Those shades are determined 
pretty much by external forces rather than internal 
motivation.  In the 60s the news media and the 
public at-large was up in arms and was concerned 
about the Vietnam situation. Out of that, as a 
primary motivation, there were others who then 
took up the cry and became ringleaders to cure all 
the evils of the world. 
That's good. We needed that. And I think higher 
education needed it. We didn't need some of the 
radicalism and destruction that went with it but 
maybe it had to come along in order to get people's 
attention. 
But I'm not really prepared to say that the young 
people we're dealing with today are any less 
idealistic than those. They're simply more practical 
in terms of recognizing first that we're in an 
economic climate that demands if they're going to 
make a livelihood and exist in our society, they 
have got to put their nose to the grindstone and 
choose a profession or career that as best they can 
tell, with advice, is going to afford them an 
opportunity-for a job. That's fundamental and I 
think it's fundamental not just from within, but from 
parental pressure. Parents are saying, 'Look, 
John, or Look, Mary, you can go and study 
philosophy if you want but when you finish we 
expect you to find a job somewhere.' Well, I think 
there still is parental influence and I think young 
people are responding to that. 
I don't think they've discarded, or forgotten 
about or become disinterested in the processes of 
government; I don't think they've turned their 
backs on the bad experiences of big business and 
under-the-table dealings; I don't think they've 
become disinterested in a desire for world peace; I 
don't think they've become disinterested in 
attempting to do away with the drug cult, and on 
and on. 
I think in some respects they've got their heads 
screwed on a little better and have a desire to 
prepare themselves to work within the system to 
improve it than many of the students In the 60s. 
Q: Rollins follows national trends in education 
in a number of ways. For example, the Greek 
houses are growing in membership again. What 
reason do you think accounts for this recent 
resurgence? 
A. This is a personal opinion. I have never been 
a part of the Greek system and have never really 
spent much time trying to understand it. I know it's 
terribly important to some students. Whatever they 
need in the way of that kind of close relationship 
with a smaller number of students seems to be 
satisfied by a Greek organization. 
I think, here again, tradition, the history of an 
institution, is involved. We really don't get a great 
number of alumni children coming in as many 
institutions do but we always have some. And I 
think those parents who came here in the 30s and 
40s and 50s look back and say that was just as 
important to them as the rest of their education and 
therefore we'd like our son and daughter to go to an 
institution and have a chance to be a Greek. 
I think it fulfills a social need. I'm not certain 
always that it's the best way to have that need 
filled, as I suspect no college president is. 
Rollins really never bottomed out as low as some 
of the other institutions that had a history of Greek 
organizations. We did go down. During my time 
here it was beginning to drop. I think it's been 
coming up slowly since '72 or '73. And we've seen 
a more dramatic increase just in the last year. 
That does tend to follow national trends. But I 
doubt very much that the fraternity and sorority 
system will ever reach the peak that it once did on 
this campus - or any campus - of as much as 65 or 
70 per cent. It might hang in there at just over 50 
per cent. Again, I don't have any statistics to base 
that on. 
One reason I don't think they will ever peak again 
is   cost.   The   inflationary   impact   of   attending 
colleges and universities, be they private or public, 
has taken its toll in terms of what extra money a 
family has to give a student. 
Cost varies in terms of the arrangements for the 
houses on different campuses, in terms of the 
national dues, in terms of the cost of the parties 
that go on. I would think that would be the single 
greatest limiting factor. There are just a relatively 
fewer number of students, even though they may 
be characterized as affluent, who can afford-or 
whose parents can afford - the cost. 
Plus, I do think that, in spite of the educational 
system maybe not going as well as it should be in a 
number of areas, we seemingly now have the 
continuity or consistency that breeds some piece of 
mind among the students. Maybe the kids today 
don't understand the basic skills as well as they did 
some years ago. I suspect they don't have the 
basic tools with which to learn they ought to have. 
In spite of all of that, whether we give education the 
credit or the news media or just the events of our 
time, I feel we have a much more sensitive group 
of students. Maybe that means maturity, too. 
Maybe that means an 18 or 19-year-old man or 
woman who says, 'I don't need this fraternity. I'm 
going to make my friends and some of them will be 
Greeks and some of them won't be but I don't need 
to be part of a clique.' 
O. What new directions does Rollins plan to be 
going in? 
A. We have to continue to be as flexible and 
versatile as we can be and afford to be. In 
attempting to sense the needs of society in the 
practical sense as well as clinging to the important 
parts of the liberal arts education, I think we're 
going to have to give our students-within our 
curriculum and by adding very little new courses - 
the opportunity to prepare for employment, in a 
more direct manner than liberal arts colleges have 
in the past. 
We've begun it by strengthening our under- 
graduate business and economics programs, I 
think with our School for Continuing Education we 
will continue to be responsive to community needs, 
the need to educate the employees of the 
community, such as the Criminal Justice Program 
which has been so successful. 
The other thing we are contemplating is making 
better utilization of this campus in the summer. It 
would probably be more along the lines of an 
academy than a four-year college. We are planning 
now to offer a series of programs next summer to 
youngsters from seventh through 12th grades, 
maybe even down to the elementary level, for 
reading rehabilitation to improve and strengthen 
their use of verbal skills - speaking, writing, 
reading. If that is successful, we'll probably open it 
up on a nation-wide basis the following year and 
use our dormitories. The first year will be strictly 
day students. This will not only provide us with a 
much needed income but will provide a very 
definite service to the immediate area. 
We're also going to continue to look at some 
programs to better utilize what is an absolutely 
outstanding science facility. We have begun 
exploring the feasibility and financial practicality of 
a degree in nursing. We're finding a lot of 
roadblocks in that one, primarily financial, but we 
haven't given up on it yet. 
That's kind of an overview of what I see in the 
immediate future. Financially, the college has got 
to - if it is to remain independent - undertake a 
steady, consistent fund-raising program that's 
going to have to be better than it's ever been in the 
past. 
From 
the 
Mail bag 
August 6, 1976 
Dear Marilyn, 
Thanks so much for your quick response to my 
letter offering the two old TOMOKANS, one for 
1946 and one for 1947. 
My thought was if these were offered in the 
regular alumni news bulletin someone might like to 
have them. I have duplicate copies of these two 
and don't need them. Someone may have lost their 
copy or misplaced it, and would be welcome to 
mine. I'm not trying to sell them - just give them 
away. You might do a service to an old alumnus/a 
to let them know they are available for free. They 
are pretty heavy to mail, and I'd only require the 
postage, probably about a dollar or so. I'm just 
trying to do someone a favor. 
Thanks alot. 
Mrs. F. C. Mayer 
[Jane Gorman '48] 
1112 Canal Street 
Decatur, GA 30032 
August 25,   1976 
Mr.  William Gordon 
Director of Alumni Affairs 
Campus Box ft 2736 
Dear Bill, 
I write to you, and through you to the readers of 
the ALUMNI RECORD, in response to the article by 
Randy Taylor in the Summer, 1976, issue of the 
RECORD. I hope that you will print this reply in the 
next issue of the RECORD. 
I should first like to question the propriety of your 
selection of Randy to write the article for the 
alumni. As you quite accurately point out in your 
introduction to his article, Randy was prominent in 
the "defense of the Greek organizations on the 
Rollins campus." For precisely that reason, it is 
difficult to agree with your subsequent statement 
that "Randy was the obvious choice to tell the story 
to alumni across the country." I realize that 
objectivity was in short supply during the Housing 
Review Board controversy, but since you are 
familiar with Randy's role in that controversy, you 
might have solicited a second account for balance. 
As a member of the Housing Review Board, I would 
like to comment on several points about which 
Randy was less than objective. 
Commenting on the two groups which were to 
replace KA and X Club in small houses, Randy 
stated that the groups "incidentally, were new. . 
they existed only on paper." The two groups, 
Lighthouse and Fine Arts, are new. They do not, 
however, exist only on paper. They are composed 
of human beings, not theoretical human beings, 
and they exist as a group in reality, not in theory. 
Indeed, as Randy noted later in his article, these 
two groups "will probably go to Rex Beach. " Since 
Randy was clearly aware that Lighthouse and Fine 
Arts are more than paper organizations, his 
statement that they exist only on paper is as 
perplexing as it is misleading. 
Similarly, Randy raised the issue of coeduca- 
tional housing in a misleading way. According to 
Randy, "The issue was simple: was the Housing 
Review Board to remove KA and X Club from their 
houses and move in 'coeducational living 
groups?'" The issues before the Housing Review 
Board, however, were NOT simple, and at no point 
was coed housing a primary issue for the Board. 
Two existing groups were already coed, and the 
Board saw no reason to raise an issue which had 
been previously dealt with in a rational manner with 
a minimum of controversy. The coed housing 
issue, so far as the recent flap goes, was and is a 
red herring. It was raised, in part at least, as a 
scare tactic, the assumption being, I suppose, that 
persons inhabiting a coed dorm are also cohabiting 
there. It may be assumed that sexual intercourse 
occurs in dormitories on this campus, but it should 
not be assumed that it occurs more frequently in 
coed than in single-sex [no pun intended] dorms. 
Randy's statement about a "simple" issue does 
nothing to clarify the Housing Review Board's 
decision-making process. 
Randy concluded his article with a paean to the 
glories of tradition. He went so far as to suggest 
that the Fox opposes such changes. Perhaps he 
[she, it?] does oppose such change. Of more 
importance is whether Rollins - affiliated human 
beings oppose moderate change. To be specific, 
let me quote from Randy's article: "Tradition 
simply cannot be legislated away with the stroke of 
a pen." If this is meant to imply that the Housing 
Review Board suddenly and without warning 
deprived two Greek organizations of their houses, 
this, too, is inaccurate. The Board acted according 
to legislation and those guidelines for a year and a 
half. The process by which the decision was made 
to remove two groups for 1976-77 could hardly be 
characterized as "the stroke of a pen." 
Still more disturbing on this point is Randy's 
over-glorification of tradition. As most Americans 
are aware, in the 1960's a number of college 
students were castigated for supposedly wanting 
radically to reform the country by "destroying the 
system." In the 1970's we have witnessed what 
seems to be a return to more moderate methods of 
reform; one might call this a return to the idea of 
reforming things by legitimate means, "within the 
system" as it were. I would like to suggest that 
what happened in the spring of 1976 was a model 
example of an attempt by students to effect 
moderate change within the system, specifically, 
by complying with the criteria established for equal 
access to small housing units. In brief, all groups 
were given equal opportunity, and those which 
presented what the Board felt were dearly the best 
proposals were awarded small houses, or, as in 
most cases, retained their houses. Thus, two 
groups which proposed something different, 
academically oriented living situations, were 
deemed to have complied best with the rules of the 
existing system as established by a standing 
committee of the College and by the College 
Senate. After having accomplished this mild 
reform, they were told by the President and Board 
of Trustees that, in effect, the rules of the system 
were being changed EX POST FACTO. Because of 
actions such as this, some people who are told that 
tradition CANNOT be changed by the stroke of a 
pen begin to believe that they are in fact being told 
that tradition SHOULD   NOT be changed at all. 
Gary Williams 
Housing Review Board member 
Traveling Tars 
Oktoberfest '77 
Alumni interest in the Traveling Tars proposed 
trip to Oktoberfest 1977 was very good with over 30 
persons indicating a desire to go on the Tour. Fifty 
reservations are available for this trip. The Tour 
package includes: 
* Round trip  charter jet transportation  including 
meals and beverages (departure from Kennedy 
Airport in New York.) 
*7 nights accommodations at the new Superior 
First Class Holiday Inn - double occupancy. 
*Bavarian buffet breakfast daily. 
*Sightseeing tour of Munich. 
* Full day tour to romantic Saltzburg. 
*A day visit to King Ludwig's famous hunting lodge 
castle at Linderhof and Garmish-Partenkircher. 
Two days at Oktoberfest 1977 
* Full day tour to Oberammergau and the Royal 
Castle. 
*AII transfers and baggage handling. 
* All gratuities for bellmen, maids and waiters. 
*U.S. and German departure taxes. 
*Services of a professional tour escort throughout. 
The departure date from New York is Friday, 
September 16, 1977. Total cost is $599.00 subject 
to increase in airfare. A deposit of $100 is required 
by January 15, 1977 to hold reservations. Make 
checks payable to Bob Voyage International Travel 
Inc. and send to Traveling Tars, Box 2736, Rollins 
College, Winter Park, Florida 32789. 
If you are interested in joining us, please 
complete the form on page 19. 
Rollins College 
e^lumni^ssoeiation 
Honofl^oll o/Donofs 
1975-1976 
Gonquistadoies 
Annual Fund %view 
1975-76 
The importance of the Annual Alumni Fund to 
Rollins College cannot be overestimated. Unre- 
stricted funds received from alumni are used for 
operating expenses where the need is greatest. 
These contributions go a long way toward 
balancing the budget and providing for the needs of 
faculty and students. We received additional funds 
from major corporations and foundations which 
match gifts from alumni employees. All of these 
gifts are essential to the maintenance of the high 
academic standards set by the faculty and student 
body. 
In 1975-76, 1,688 alumni contributed $188,128 
to the Annual Alumni Fund. This was a 19.8% 
increase in donor participation and an increase of 
$63,594. The Board of Directors is particularly 
pleased by the upturn in the number of alumni 
participating. 
To those alumni who have not previously made a 
contribution to the Annual Alumni Fund, I ask that 
you begin now. Whatever the amount, it is 
important to Rollins that you start giving. The 
number participating is an important criteria used 
by foundations when reviewing applications from 
colleges soliciting funds. 
For those of you who were able to participate 
this year, you are urged to continue your financial 
support of Rollins College and to encourage fellow 
classmates to join you in making a commitment to 
the support of the college. 
DENNIS N.  FOLKEN '56 
Chairman, Annual Alumni Fund 
1928 
William E. Winderweedle 
1930 
Hugh F. McKean 
1932 
Harry D. Orr 
1933 
Elinor Estes Miller 
T. William Miller, Jr. 
1934 
Bernard R. Bralove 
Eugene D. Coleman 
Thomas P. Johnson 
Robert A. Robertson 
1935 
George D. Cornell 
Sara Harbottle Howden 
1938 
Catherine Bailey Coleman 
1939 
Augusta Yust Hume 
Warren C. Hume 
John H. Makemson 
1941 
Nancy Osborne Chapman '41 
June Reinhold Myers 
Carl D. Sedlmayr, Jr. 
1942 
John C. Myers, Jr. 
1944 
John M. Harris 
1945 
Margaret Parsons Harris 
1975 - 76 
1948 
Charles A. Gundelach 
1950 
Dorothea Bufalino Blakemore 
David H. McKeithan 
Joanne Byrd Rogers 
Nancy Fry Sholley 
Peter B. Sholley 
Edgar A. Swindle 
Patricia Warren Swindle 
1951 
Fred M. Rogers 
1954 
Marcia Rich McKeithan 
1955 
Mary Martin Hayes 
S. Truman Olin 
Judith Hall Turley 
1956 
Stewart Turley 
1957 
Richard F. Trismen 
1958 
Robert H. Lorenzen 
1959 
Sharon Voss Lo 
1960 
James P. Lyden 
Kristin Allen Lyden 
1961 
Nancy Rogers Crozier 
1963 
Howell Van Gerbig, Jr. 
1964 
Jonathan D. Darrah 
Susan Camp Kresge 
1965 
Emily Klamer Dalsemer 
J. Patrick Dalsemer 
1966 
H. Cary Kresge, Jr. 
1967 
John W. Mclntosh 
1969 
David H. Lord 
1972 
Deborah Ann Darrah 
Cynthia Neskow Ford 
Andrew W. Williams 
1975 
Robin Wunderlich Williams 
1978 
Linda Burrows Hargrove 
GRADUATE & EVENING 
SCHOOL PROGRAMS 
1969 
Angus S. Barlow MBA 
1976 
Class of 1976 
School for Continuing Education 
President's Glnb 
1975-76 
1932 
Lottie Turner Cook 
1953 
James A. Krisher 
1934 
John T. P. Cudmore 
1935 
Stuart C. Eaton 
1955 
Bruce A. Remsburg 
Jege Jackson Remsburg 
1959 
Thomas M. Dolan 
1937 
Henry S. Lauterbach 1961 
John B. Reese 
1939 
Elizabeth Skinner Guenzel 
William W. Webb, Jr. 
1964 
Diane Woodward Dolan 
1940 
George F. Collins, Jr. 
Mary Marchman Stonerock 
1966 
James S. Bomhard 
Roy S. Kohlhauser 
1941 
Robert F. Stonerock 
1968 
Ruth Makemson 
1951 
William R. Gordon 
Wilbur E. Johnson 
Charles K. Robinson, Jr. 
8 
Hamilton Holt Century Club 
1907 1936 
Donald A. Cheney Lennox L. Allen 
Edwin R. Buttner 
1910 Reginald T. Clough 
Fanny Robinson Cheney Virginia Jaekel Clough 
Ray A. Trovillion Jean Astrup Faubel 
Robert W. Johnson 
1913 Marlen Eldredge Neumann 
Stella Smith Rose Wilson G. Scanlon 
Jean Parker Waterbury 
1919 
Florence M. Stone 1937 
Steven H. Bamberger 
1920 Phyllis Dorr Newell 
J. Harold Hill Perry Oldham O'Toole 
Paul Parker* 
1922 Bryant H. Prentice 
Vivian Barbour Howison 
1938 
1923 Catherine Bailey Coleman 
Raymond W. Greene J. Sands Showalter 
Barbara Moninger Watts George M. Waddell 
1924 1939 
T. Campbell Thompson Harriett Young Davis 
Augusta Yust Hume 
1925 Warren C. Hume 
Edna Wallace Johnston Wilma Heath Lauterbach 
F. Norton Lockhart 
1926 Jeanne Crowley Prentice 
Robert B. Colville Harriet Rose Spears 
Charles A. Spross Leon M. Stackler 
Stanley E. Warner 
1940 
1927 Hazel Kline Dunlap 
Wilhelmina Freeman Greene Joseph D. Johnson 
Katharine Lewis Lehman 
1941 
1928 Betty DeGiers Armstrong 
Gertrude Ward Campbell Betty Hubbard Courtney 
Georgia Gary Cannon Betty Stevens Hunt 
Laura Randall Huttig Nancy Locke Johnson 
Donald L. Pound June Reinhold Myers 
Hazel Sawyer Rudolf Toch 
William E. Winderweedle 
1942 
1929 P. R. Kelly 
Morris W. Bartlett John C. Myers, Jr. 
Rodman J. Lehmanf 
Virginia Fisher Zimmerman 1943 
Ernest K. Zoller Peggy Kirk Bell 
Quentin E. Bittle 
1930 Doris Kohl Dalrymple 
Louise Hall Moore Ralph 0. Hagood 
Damaris 0. Wilson 
1944 
1931 Nancy Ragan Dominick 
Matilda Mizener Andrews David H. Faile 
Ralph N. Ewing Louise Ryan Hopkins 
Marjorie Rushmore O'Hara J. Richard Sewell 
Hampton L. Schofield, Jr. 
1945 
1932 Mabel Mabry Dann 
Robert G. Cleveland George P. Gross 
W. Kenneth Curry Robert N. Hagnauer 
Harry A. Fosdick Paul H. Harris 
Phyrne Squir Russell 
George H. Salley 1946 
Elizabeth Rathbone Scudder Margaret Schwind Domain 
Albert C. Valdes Gail DeForest Harris 
William H. Walter 
1947 
1933 David F. Frazier 
Deborah Williams Connolly Orville R. Thomas 
Philip W. Horton 
James H. Ottaway 1948 
Ruth Hart Ottaway Mary Lou Sbmmer Koch 
Louise Brett Seabury Jane Gorman Mayer 
May Porter 
1934 Bert E. Roper 
Eugene D. Coleman Arlyne Wilson Showalter 
Burleigh B. Drummond 
Howard Ben Fawcett 1949 
Mary B. Longest Mary Claparals Bloor 
Frederick F. Tone Samuel A. Burchers 
Rebecca Coleman Wilson William F. Koch 
Gordon S. Marks 
1935 
Nancy Cushman Baldwin 1950 
Olcott H. Deming Henry R. Gooch 
Thomas J. Evans III George W. Johnson 
Charlotte Rathbone Farr Nancy Neide Johnson 
Blanche Fishback Galey Wilson W. Landley 
Eleanor Reese Morse Robert MacCuspie 
Elfreda Winant Ramsey Francis C. Mayer 
1975-76 
David J. McCreery 
Virginia Butler Natolis 
Everts S. Sibbernsen 
Marjorie Sommer Tucker 
1951 
William J. Bazley 
Joan Champion 
Peter T. Fay 
Alexander G. Gregory 
Robert W. Miller 
Francis J. Natolis 
Marjorie M. Norris 
Wilson T. Tate 
1952 
Alice M. Egan 
Nancy E. Flavell 
Diane Vigeant Matthews 
Ralph L. Pernice 
John R. Reardon 
1953 
Bayard H. Morrison 
1954 
Faith Emeny Conger 
Christopher C. Davis 
William D. Helprin 
Charles R. Leader, Jr. 
George J. Miller, Jr. 
Rebecca Strickland Pernice 
Barbara A. Spencer 
Donald B. Weber 
1955 
James F. Bocook 
Connie M. Butler 
Myra Brown Cook 
Harry W. Cost 
Donald P. Finnigan 
Louis F. Glaser. 
Daniel P. Matthews 
Laurene Smith Morris 
1956 
James E. Browne 
Joseph P. Dallanegra 
Betty Peterman Folken 
Dennis N. Folken 
Adele Fort Kirkpatrick 
Lamar Wrisley Williams 
1957 
Melissa Hudgins Barnes 
Robert K. Bell 
Jonathan Dunn-Rankin 
Carol Beardsley Finnigan 
Marion Crislip Graves 
Thomas D. Graves 
Thomas D. Graves 
Gordon S. Hahn 
Richard H. Haldeman 
Jane Moody Leader 
Delle Davies Muller 
Webster U. Walker, Jr. 
Ann McDermaid Weber 
Frances Swicegood Williams 
Richard R. Williams 
1958 
Bruce A. Beal 
Virginia H. Carpenter 
Barbara Mead Dallanegra 
Janice Hamilton Haldeman 
Karen Serumgard Rizika 
David J. Williams 
1959 
Peter B. Benedict 
Lawrence A. Breen, Jr. 
Karin Williams Edgell 
Judith Earle Gillow 
Susan Allen Hayes 
Lowell A. Mintz 
Robert E. Ross, Jr. 
1960 
Carla Logan Bishop 
Linda C. Crow 
Anita Tanner Daubenspeck 
Richard W. Johnston 
Bruce McEwan 
Richard J. Mertz 
Scott E. Strahan 
1961 
Richard A. Bishop 
Barbara Bertash Breen 
Ronald Brown 
John C. Clementson 
Justine Levin Lambert 
James L. Levy 
John E. Lupo 
J. Jay Mautner 
Dyer S. Moss 
Dianne Tauscher Rice 
1962 
F. Whitner Chase, Jr. 
Joan Watzek Chase 
Joel R. Kolker 
Ann Corbin Marsh 
Ruth Whittaker Phillips 
Marjorie Anderson Smith 
1963 
Marilyn Fisher Boynton 
Dennis J. Casey 
Joanne Kennedy Frazer 
1964 
Cordelia A. Bruce 
Virginia Sands Casey 
James E. Cooper 
Thomas F. Doolittle 
Virginia Petrin Doolittle 
Brainerd G. Hencken 
John L. Hughes 
Gary W. Mislick 
Georgia Frutchey Mislick 
Stephen J. Schoen 
John W. Swanson 
1965 
Albert F. Arbury 
James H. Carney 
Carroll A. English 
Robert W. Ennis 
Mary Ten Eyck Hencken 
James C. Stein 
Robert M. Stockman 
Sally Charles Stockman 
Terrance Maxwell Swanson 
1966 
John P. Ashton II 
Laurie Gordon Carney 
Michael J. Federline 
Robert B. Heinemann 
Geoffrey W. Robertson 
Sharon Siegener 
1967 
Charles M. Beeghly, Jr. 
Michael F. Stone 
1968 
Jane Thompson Hughes 
David N. King 
John Kirouac 
Niente Ingersoll Robertson 
Susan Probasco Thompson 
Thomas M. Thompson, Jr. 
1969 
John T. Bottomley 
Wiley T. Buchanan 
H. Lawrence Clark 
Martha F. Edwards 
Sandra E. Foster 
John C. Myers III 
Is 
Your "Name 
^Missing? 
The question most often asked of the Director 
of Alumni Affairs by fellow alumni and sup- 
porters of Rollins College is - "Why is it that 
many alumni do not give to the support of their 
college?" 
Our reply to this question is based on an 
analysis of the donor patterns established by our 
contributing alumni. Two root causes have been 
identified: one - alumni have a distorted view of 
the institution's gross worth in terms of its 
endowment, and second - alumni continue to 
believe that only a gift of large proportion is 
significant. 
Rollins College has an Endowment of securities 
whose market value is approximately $11,000,000 
returning $675,000 a year in income. An 
institution of Rollins' size, student-professor 
ratio, and quality of instruction should have an 
endowment of 50 to 60 million dollars. Rollins is 
not a "wealthy" college with regard to financial 
resources. Its "real" wealth is its concerned 
alumni. 
The small gift is significant. Fifty percent of all 
alumni gifts received in 75-76 were $20 or less. 
The Alumni Association has not made it a 
practice to ask alumni for a specific amount of 
money but has always urged each alum to make a 
contribution according to the alum's ability to 
contribute. 
Rollins College needs your annual gift. Begin 
this year by placing your name on the Honor Roll 
for 76-77. 
Constance Hirschman Shorb 
Robert H. Showalter 
1970 
William H. Bieberbach 
George E. Brown III 
Evelyn V. Fidao 
Allan E. Keen 
John M. Kest 
Arthur S. Pohl 
Lucia S. Turnbull 
1971 
Richardson T. Merriman 
Julie McNiff Myers 
Kim Springate Showalter 
1972 
Sheryl L. Benson 
Nancy Hicks Sullivan 
1974 
Charles W. Jackson 
1975 
J. Douglas Hawkinson 
John M. Ourisman 
1976 
William W. Barker 
Charles A. Sullivan, Jr. 
GRADUATE & 
EVENING DIVISIONS 
1962 
Leander Schaidt MBA 
1964 
Charles E. Rice, Jr. MBA 
Mary Cramblitt Schaidt MAT 
1965 
John H. Blue MS 
1968 
J. Ross Rosazza MAT 
1970 
Donald J. Merritt MCS 
1971 
John H. Boynton MSM 
Rudolph E. Heide MSM 
1972 
Mary Evans Harris BS 
Duane B. Smith BA 
Raymond W. Wood BS 
1973 
Carlton W. Brewer MSM 
Walter L. Lee MAT 
Junius B. Stevens MSM 
Robert C. Pettigrew MSM 
Charles C. Ward, Jr. MSM 
1974 
Norman C. Floyd BA 
Robert L. Gould MSM 
Eugene P.. Gribble MAT 
Arthur E. Grindle MSM 
Robert B. Kolodney BA 
Lucille Brown McClure MSM 
FRIENDS: 
Dan Riva 
Diane Riva 
Rollins Club 
Society of Friends 
by Glasses 
1900 - 25 
Elfrieda Kolbe Adler '22 
Curtis T. Atkisson '24 
Marguerite Enlow Barze '17 
Roland D. Barze '17 
Sara Yancey Belknap '18 
Florence Smith Bell '20 
Margaret Shaw Belsky '19 
Marcia Converse Bower '24 
G. Conrad Bucher '13 
Kathleen Hill Bucher '14 
Maude Stevens Callahan '24 
Alice M. Campbell '23 
Donald A. Cheney '07 
Fanny Robinson Cheney '10 
Marguerite V. Doggett '10 
C. Judson Edwards '09 
Frances Burleigh Fernald '11 
Florence Bumby Fishback '23 
A. Smith Fletcher '21 
C. Norman Fletcher '20 
Marian Rickard Fletcher '24 
J. Sherwood Foley '15 
Raymond W. Greene '23 
Helen Meeker Hall '25 
Alfred J. Hanna 17 
Evelyn G. Haynes '22 
J. Harold Hill '20 
Vivian Barbour Howison '22 
Edna Wallace Johnston '25 
Mamie Blue Kelley '00 
Claire Walker Kent '18 
Donald I. Knowles '24 
Lavonne Ladue Lashar '24 
Finley A. B. MacKeil '18 
Eunice Baldwin Mclntosh '08 
James I. Noxon '10 
Alice Waterhouse Peterson '24 
Dorothy I. Pratt '25 
William F. Ronald '06 
Stella Smith Rose '13 
Mary Bradshaw Schultz '12 
Jean Wagner Shannon '25 
Martha Funkhouser Shepherd '17 
Katharine Barnes Sloan '24 
Agnes Clark Smith '10 
Alvord L. Stone '22 
Anne C. Stone '18 
Florence M. Stone 19 
Ruth Waldron Stone '22 
Idabel Edwards Thompson 18 
T. Campbell Thompson '24 
Ray A. Trovillion 10 
Howard P. Vincent '22 
Helen Waterhouse '24 
Margaret Mulholland Ward '22 
Barbara Moninger Watts '23 
Stanley J. West '20 
Louise Bucher Wimbish 17 
Trillis Wesseler Windom '25 
1926 
Beryl Bowman 
Eva Thompson Carson 
Robert B. Colville 
Eloise Arms Forster 
Webber B. Haines 
Charles A Spross 
Stanley E. Warner 
Florence Edris Whitmore 
1927 
Alice Portner Bowling 
Irene Rex Clark 
Jeannette Dickson Colado 
Miriam Boyd Cummins 
Jack H. Evans 
Mildred Cook Flower 
Wilhelmina Freeman Greene 
Katharine Lewis Lehman 
Genevieve Jones Melton 
Charlotte Wettstein Patton 
Fleetwood D. Peeples 
Anna Van Nest Wood 
Beatrice Jones Woodward 
1928 
Herbert 0. Barber 
Allen E. Bartlett 
Phil D. Boardman 
Annie R. Campbell 
Gertrude Ward Campbell 
Georgia Gary Cannon 
Louise Holland Champneys 
Beth V. Heide 
Laura Randall Huttig 
Albert W. Newton 
James 0. Newton 
Florence McKay Nichol 
Donald L. Pound 
Philip C. Reece 
Dorothea Forbes Reece 
Hazel Sawyer 
Carl F. Warner 
William E. Winderweedle 
Gladys Wilkinson Yablonky 
1929 
James E. Bartlett 
Morris W. Bartlett 
Nancy K. Brown 
Robert A. Burhans 
Edwina Peterson Carruth 
Russell L. Fuller 
Mary Hansen Green 
Ruth Ward Gurtler 
Phyllis Walter Harold 
Thelma Spurling Hayes 
Mary Hall Hendrickson 
Wilbur F. Jennings 
Leila Hale Larkin 
Mary Veasey Leech 
Rodman J. Lehman t 
Margaret White Lofroos 
Howard A. MacDonald 
Virginia I Mitchell 
Harold J. Powers 
Ann Lupton Stephens 
Lois Bartlett Tracy 
Ernst A. Upmeyer, Jr. 
Virginia Fisher Zimmerman 
Ernest K. Zoller 
1930 
Eleanor Blish 
Flora Furen Carmichael 
Thelma G. Cawood 
Wallace T. Champneys 
Stella Weston Chapman 
Harrison Cobb 
Carol Walter Cochenour 
Louise Howes Duckworth 
Ruth E. Ellsworth 
Chester A. Ihrig 
Elizabeth Wheatley Johnson 
Clementine Hall Kastendieck 
John A. McClellan 
Hugh F. McKean 
Dorothy Solger Mittendorf 
Louise Hall Moore    t 
Dorothy Davis Morgan 
Cloyde H. Russell 
Virginia M. Stelle 
Damaris 0. Wilson 
Margaret Brown Woore 
1931 
Mathilde Mizener Andrews 
Eleanor Arnold 
Jane Folsom Berry 
Ralph N. Ewing 
Dorothy Allen Greene 
Gladys Morton Ihrig 
Dorothy Hartridge Lewter 
Janet Traill Morris 
Marjorie Rushmore O'Hara 
Wilfred E. Rice, Jr. 
Candace Secor Schmidt 
Hampton L. Schofield, Jr. 
Nancy Dickinson Shrewsbury 
Eleanor Krause Slauter 
Robert W. Stephens 
Myra A. Thomas 
Harry H. Tracy 
Martha Gruver Wooton 
1932 
Viola Wilson Bryan 
Robert Cleveland 
W. H. Cochenour 
Lottie Turner Cook 
W. Kenneth Curry 
Manly C. Duckworth 
Harry A. Fosdick 
Gwen Heilman Griffin 
Roy A. Klett 
Georgina Jefferys MacDonald 
Luther G. McDowall 
Harry D. Orr, Jr. 
Florence Walker Provenzano 
Phyrne Squier Russell 
George H. Salley 
Elizabeth Rathbone Scudder 
Arthur H. Stafford 
Lloyd Towle t 
Theodore B. Turner, Jr. 
Albert C. Valdes 
William H. Walter 
Richard Wilkinson 
1933 
Jeanne Bellamy Bills 
Elliott P. Bryan 
Wallace H. Child 
Deborah Williams Connolly 
Nancy Mclntosh Dubben 
Gloria Peshmalyan Fleming 
Philip W. Horton 
Kathleen Hara Howe 
Emily Bookwalter Levy 
Edwin B. Libbey 
Dorothy Hallett Maury 
Thomas W. Miller, Jr. 
Elinor Estes Miller 
Laura Windsor Mills 
Thomas J. Morris 
Dorothy Brown Orr 
James H. Ottaway 
Ruth Hart Ottaway 
Dorothy Nichols Peeples 
Dorothea Smoak Rice 
William A. Rogers 
Louise Brett Seabury 
Jean Fullington Shepherd 
Dorothy Shepherd Smith 
Bruna Bergonzi Stevens 
Harold T. Vancil 
Theodore Walton t 
Elizabeth Ransom Warner t 
1934 
Bernard R. Bralove 
Eugene D. Coleman 
John T. P. Cudmore 
Burleigh B. Drummond 
Josephine Van Zandt Evans 
Howard B. Fawcett, Jr. 
Cornelia Barrows Goeller 
Mary Rogers Greiner 
Linda Foster Johnson 
Thomas P. Johnson 
R. Ben Jones 
Miriam Barnhill Kew 
John R. Klosterman 
Thomas W. Lawton, Jr. 
Mary B. Longest 
Elizabeth B. Marshall 
Elizabeth Currier Morris 
Eleanor Wilcox Roberts 
Robert A. Robertson 
Robert E. Stufflebeam 
David Teachout 
Hannabelle Walker Vancil 
Rebecca Coleman Wilson 
t Deceased 
1935 
Nancy Cushman Baldwin 
Vincent Canzoneri 
George D. Cornell 
Olcott H. Deming 
Stuart C. Eaton 
Virginia McCall English 
Thomas J. Evans III 
Esther Earle Fairfield 
Charlotte Rathbone Farr 
Janet Murphy Gaines 
Blanche Fishback Galey 
Caroline Castle Glass 
Eleanor Morse Hall 
Sara Harbottle Howden 
Joseph C. Howell, Jr. 
Benjamin F. Kuhns, Jr. 
Julia Large McCoy 
Eleanor Reese Morse 
Wanita Dean Mutispaugh 
Elfreda Winant Ramsey 
Everett L. Roberts 
George H. Rogers 
Sara Luce Smith 
Molly Vincent White 
1936 
Horace P. Abbott 
Lennox L. Allen 
Marguerite M. Bird 
Edwin R. Buttner 
William A. Carmody, Jr. 
John Carter 
Eleanor Sheetz Carter 
Reginald T. Clough 
Virginia Jaekel Clough 
Jean Astrup Faubel 
William M. Fletcher 
Elisabet Richards Harter 
Robert W. Johnson 
Leah Bartlett Lasbury 
Mary Elizabeth White Lemly 
Jane Thayer MacGaffin 
Margaret Moore McMillan 
Marlen Eldredge Neumann 
Victoria G. Peirce 
Virginia Richardson Rodriquez 
Wilson G. Scanlon 
Eleanora Roush Smith 
Virginia Gettys Tyrrell 
Jean Parker Waterbury 
1937 
Barbara Trueblood Abbott 
Charles W. Allen, Jr. 
Richard J. Alter 
Steven H. Bamberger 
Arthur H. Brownell 
Louise McPherson Deming t 
Miriam L. Gaertner 
Ralph H. Gibbs 
Roxie Hagopian 
Dorothy Manwaring Huber 
Carol Valentine Kabler 
Henry S. Lauterbach 
Richard H. Lee 
Norman J. MacGaffin, Jr. 
Nelson Marshall 
Grace Terry Marshall 
John G. McKay 
Phyllis Dorr Newell 
Perry Oldham O'Toole 
Paul Parkert* 
Bryant H. Prentice, Jr. 
Frances Hyer Reynolds 
Marjorie E. Schulten 
Margaret Gethro Shollenberger 
* In Memorium 
1938 
Helen Brown Andrews 
Anna Bradford Cadman 
Catherine Bailey Coleman 
Davitt A. Felder 
Isabel Moberly Ferrer 
Robert Y. Fluno 
Bernice Gardner Healy 
Mary Gulnac Houghton 
Olga Matthews Hux 
Richard K. Ingraham 
Mary Boyd Ingraham 
Emily Showalter May 
Virginia Dunn Meriam 
Nan Poeller Norton 
Ruth Blunden Scrimsher 
J. Sands Showalter 
Betty Myers Shumate 
Marita Stueve Stone 
Robert H. Van Beynum 
R. Siley Vario 
Robert L. Vogel 
George M. Waddell 
Malcolm H. Whitelaw 
Opal Peters Wilkerson 
Jane Harding Wilson 
1939 
Leigh Davis Barr 
Oliver E. Daugherty 
Harriett Young Davis 
George E. Fuller, Jr. 
Arlene Brennen Gildersleeve 
Grace Cass Graham 
Elizabeth Skinner Guenzel 
Robert M. Hayes, Jr. 
Warren C. Hume 
Augusta Yust Hume 
Robert Lado 
Wilma Heath Lauterbach 
F. Norton Lockhart 
John H. Makemson 
Jarratt Smith Maughs 
Lilah V. Nelson 
Peggy Whiteley Parker 
Jeanne Crowley Prentice 
Marvin M. Scarbrough, Jr. 
Harriet Rose Spears 
Leon M. Stackler 
Ruth Hill Stone 
William Webb, Jr. 
Paul B. Welch, Jr. 
1940 
James D. Bowen, Jr. 
George F. Collins, Jr. 
William B. Daugherty 
Wendell A. Davis 
Anne Miller Dunlap 
Matthew G. Ely, Jr. 
John M. Hoy 
Joseph D. Johnson 
Margery Chindahl Kennedy 
Marcia Stoddard Mack 
Carolyn Sandlin Millaway 
Emily Graves Sillars 
Mary Marchman Stonerock 
Betty Lee Kenagy Voegtlen 
Hortense Ford Wilson 
1941 
Betty De Giers Armstrong 
Arthur E. Bernd 
Norine Farr Bills 
Betty Mackemer Bradley 
John H. Buckwalter 
Nancy Osborne Chapman 
William G. Coe 
Betty Hubbard Courtney 
Dudley V. Darling 
June Mutispaugh Daugherty 
Barbara Brock Daugherty 
Anne Anthony Davis 
Willard R. Gatling 
Frank L. Goetz, Jr. 
L. Jerome Hagood, Jr. 
Ralph H. Harrington 
Marjorie McQueen Harrington 
Betty Stevens Hunt 
Nancy Locke Johnson 
Frances C. Montgomery 
June Reinhold Myers 
Pat Van Schoiack Redlick 
George K. Scudder, Jr. 
Carl J. Sedlmayr, Jr. 
Warren F. Siddall 
Carolyn Lewis Siddall 
Robert F. Stonerock, Sr. 
Rudolf Toch 
Jean Turner Trueblood 
Verges Van Wickle 
1942 
Alice Henry Acree 
Jean Holden Cole 
Claire Gibeault Durant 
Shirley Bassett Ely 
Susanne Stein Glaser 
John Green 
Mary Trendle Johnston 
Frances Smith Junk 
P. R. Kelly 
John L. Liberman 
John C. Myers, Jr. 
Daphne Takach Powell 
Irma Achenbach Scudder 
Rankin L. Shrewsbury 
Louise Windham Stanley 
A. Carrow Tolson 
1943 
V. Freeland Babcock 
Alice Newcomer Baker 
Peggy Kirk Bell 
Douglas G. Bills 
Quentin E. Bittle 
Doris Kohl Dalrymple 
Alice Shearouse Fague 
Richard B. Forbes 
Carl H. Fowler 
Laura Phillips Gosnay 
Ralph 0. Hagood 
Philippa Herman Jones 
Henry H. Minor, Jr. 
William L. Royall III 
Warren I. Titus 
Mary Stanley Turner 
Flora Harris Twachtman 
Edwin R. Waite 
1944 
John A. Bistline, Jr. 
Julian Brewster 
Barbara R. Cheney 
Nancy Ragan Dominick 
David H. Faile 
Mary Hughes Harper 
John M. Harris 
Nancy Schoonmaker Heidt 
Louise Ryan Hopkins 
Barbara Brokaw Knauer 
David F. Low 
Naomi Ferguson MacCaughelty 
Edith Fitzpatrick Matheson 
Marjorie Coffin Mathews 
Dorothy Rice 
J. Richard Sewell 
Max A. Weissenburger, Jr. 
1945 
Nathalie Fowler Alberts 
Helen Willey Blachly 
Jocelyn Bower Booth 
R. Nickson Carey 
Faith M. Cornwall 
Mabel Mabry Dann 
Nancy Corbett Dillon 
Mary Campbell Greene 
George P. Gross 
Robert N. Hagnauer 
Margaret Parsons Harris 
Paul H. Harris 
Grace Sebree Korewick 
Larry K. Rachlin 
Margaret Welsh Sinclair 
1946 
Thomas E. Cole 
Margaret Schwind Domain 
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Joan Herman Eagle Edward W. Rosevear Francis H. Barker Daniel P. Matthews 1959 W. Mabrey Manderson 
Mary Sloan Eckhardt Jean Allen Scherer Paul R. Binner Laurene Smith Morris J. Jay Mautner, Jr. 
C. Marc Gilmore Arlyne Wilson Showalter Leslie C. Boyd, Jr. S. Truman Olin Jr. Lorraine Abbott C. James McDermott III 
Gail DeForest Harris Milton Stanson Dale Travis Busche Marcia L. Ramsdell Peter B. Benedict June Worthington Mendell 
Gloria Boggs Holly Marilynn Dean Swacker William L. Carmel Nancy Corse Reed Susan Murray Bezemer Dyer S. Moss, Jr. 
Sylva Twitchell Hutchins Sylvia Verdin Tarabochia Barbara Ann Davis Collins Bruce A. Remsburg James A. Bonatis Barbara Jones Owsley 
Joan Harris McAuliffe Patricia Tennant Alice M. Egan Jege Jackson Remsburg Lawrence A. Breen Jr. Diane Finney Pachetti-Ciampi 
John B. Powell Jane Freeman Vogel Nancy E. Flavell James H. Robinson, Jr. H. Boyd Coffie, Jr. Linda Ross Presser 
Anna Harris Scott Martha Barksdale Wright Eleanor Smith Friedman Carol Farquharson Ruff Thomas M. Dolan Valerie Hamlin Ramsey 
Betty MeCauslin Soubricas Patricia Roberts Grulke Diane Cadle Stuart Karin Williams Edgell John B. Reese 
Betty Semmes Strouse 1950 Robert C. Heath Don W. Tauscher Judith Earle Gillow Dianne Tauscher Rice 
Alys Oglesby Honey Judith Hall Turley Susan Allen Hayes Richard M. Robbins 
1947 Henry E. Adelsperger III James W. Key Richard A. Weilenmann Dolores Sharp Hitner Sylvia Peters Rogers 
L. Rex Anderson Mary Jane Mallory Larry Hitner Catherine Mann Todd Edwin B. Acree Martha Rowsey Anthis Diane Vigeant Matthews 1956 Nelson W. Kimball III Anthony M. Toledo 
L. Ray Biggerstaff Yarda Carlson Atkins Gloria Burns Motch Marguerite Murray Kimball Helen Valentine Waite 
Patricia McGehee Bush Glenn H. Barrington H. Phillip Nicely, Jr. Suzanne Leclere Barley Sharon Voss Lorenzen Dorothy Feise Young 
David F. Frazier Dorothea Bufalino Blakemore Jean Mora Owen Cary Lee Keen Barton Lowell A. Mintz 
Arlene Sentle Gilmore Gerard P. Cabrie Ralph L. Pernice David F. Berto Wendy Hirshon Morse 
Ruth G. Harrington Janet Fredrick Costello Gerald H. Polakoff Gerald A. Bilensky Arlyn Olsen Potter 1962 
Martha Proud Karis Vincent J. Covello Richard B. Preu James E. Browne Anne Wilkinson Rayl 
Jean Melling Kopplin Daniel H. Drake John R. Reardon Joseph P. Dallanegra, Jr. Robert E. Ross, Jr. Ted R. Bradley 
Anne C. Le Due Paul Dye, Jr. Stanley F. Stipick t Elizabeth Brook Davis Don A. Salyer 
Robert J. Schermer 
F. Whitner Chase, Jr. 
Ted E. Mischuck Kendrick E. Fenderson, Jr. Jane Carmel Timmins Dennis N. Folken Joan Watzek Chase 
Eleanor Seavey Mischuck Dolores B. Gentile Raymond R. Wain, Jr. Betty Peterman Folken Daniel A. Smith III Linda Quails Coffie Betty Rosenquest Pratt Thomas F. Godfrey Norman C. Gross G. Thomas Wells Richard A. Cole Roger L. Schoening Henry R. Gooch t Deceased Phyllis Lockwood Hull David E. Cooper Orville R. Thomas Harry Hancock R. David King 
Adele Fort Kirkpatrick 
Camma Ward Krewer 
1960 Kristen Bracewell Deming Lenore Hirsch Tulis P. Arnold Howell, Sr. 1953 Anne Lanston Dillard 
John E. Twachtman George W. Johnson, Jr. Sarah L. Barber R. Morton Dunning 
Earl Q. Tyler Nancy Neide Johnson Daryl Stamm Barker Joan P. Mack Carla Logan Bishop Diane Scott Frazier Belle Embry Tyler Wilson W. Landley Jane Truitt Bell Fred S. Mauk Valerie Baumrind Bonatis Bruce S. Hasnas Betty Lee Kenagy Voegtlen Herbert P. Lefevre Ivy Camp Bitzer Louise Shaull Mumby 
J. Dubac Preece 
Phyllis Zatlin Boring Gloria Pasternak Hecht 
Ruth McDaniel Wilson Leo J. Lister Raymond J. Burchett Marilyn Dupres Correa Frank H. Hogan 
Frank C. Mayer Alice Berastegui Cochran Marlene Stewart Streit Linda C. Crow John F. Hughes, Jr. 1948 David J. McCreery Linda Schultz Day Jeanne Rogers Tauscher 
Frank J. Thompson 
Karen Fris Tickle 
Anita Tanner Daubenspeck Sally Zuengler Ingmanson 
David H. McKeithan James L. Fay Isaac F. Davis, Jr. Daniel E. Jackson 
Muriel Fox Aronson James E. McMenemy J. C. Felix Arthur J. Egan Kathleen R. Johnson 
Joyce Jungolas Attee Carol Posten Miller Millicent A. Ford Stewart Turley 
Harvey Weisenberg 
Charles M. Weisman 
C. Barth Engert Joel R. Kolker 
Jenelle Gregg Bailey Thomas E. Mullen Racine Sarasy Foster Sydney Burt Goodwin Erik G. Kroll 
Lallie Rogers Burke Virginia Butler Natolis Cyrene Palmisano Grierson Susan Obolger Hill Edgard A. Leal 
Terrell Weaver Cofield Joseph Popeck Margaret Bogner Hagaman Lamar Wrisley Williams Sally Satchwell Horstman Jesse W. Lee Robert J. Costello Clara Mosack Pou Lois Langellier Handley Dale E. Ingmanson Silvia DuBois Leth 
Jean Bohrer Davidson Joanne Byrd Rogers B. James Haywood 1957 Richard W. Johnston Barbara Batman Magirl William M. Davis II Peter B. Sholley Jan McGaw Irwin Eleanor Shaw Kenyon Ann Corbin Marsh 
Lawrence E. Dawson Nancy Fry Sholley David B. Johnson Melissa Hudgins Barnes Linda Wissing King Eleanor Wise Petrock 
Alice O'Neal Dye Everts S. Sibbernsen George T. Johnson Robert K. Bell, Jr. Daniel H. Laurent Ruth Whittaker Phillips 
Robert C. Ferguson Arthur W. Swacker, Jr. Howard A. Kelly Laura Henderson Boogher Sandra Whittington Leone Marjorie Anderson Smith 
Ina F. Goldberg Edgar A. Swindle James A. Krisher Shirley Leech Briggs James P. Lyden William M. Taggart, Jr. 
Herman N. Goodwin, Jr. Patricia Warren Swindle John J. Large, Jr. Robert S. Dollison, Jr. Kristin Allen Lyden Elias L. Terzopoulos 
Philip D. Greene Marjorie Sommer Tucker 
Bill D. Williams 
Walter E. Lockwood Jonathan Dunn-Rankin Priscilla Ransom MacDougall 
A. Burnham MacLeod 
Anne Puddington Wechsler 
Robert H. White 
^^ 
Ivor D. Groves, Jr. Bayard H. Morrison III Dyan Wilson Edwards 
Charles A. Gundelach Patricia Van Sickle Wolfe Judy B. Munske Carol Beardsley Finnigan Stephen D. Mandel 
Diane Raymond Harriman Margaret Bell Zurbrick Kay Horton Powell E. Hegeman Foster Bruce McEwan 1963 
Mary Phillips Hyde Carl A. Stover Thomas D. Graves Richard J. Mertz 
Margaret Van Duzer Jelstrom 1951 Ann White Wain Marion Crislip Graves Julie Cale Morgan Jay S. Anderson 
Marie Prince Jones Winder Andrews Witherell Gordon S. Hahn Franklin B. Morse, Jr. Joseph J. Bennett 
Mary Lou Sommer Koch William J. Bazley Richard H. Haldeman William C. Moulton J. Breck Boynton, Jr. 
Cyrus S. Liberman Don E. Brinegar 1954 Charles B. Hartmann Margaret Carmichael Paull Marilyn Fisher Boynton 
Edwin D. Little, Jr. Elaine Rounds Budd Preston C. Hull, Jr. Wellington J. Ramsey III Robert J. Carlson 
Barbara Herring Malis Joan Champion Dian Rausch Bergh Jane Moody Leader Gwynva Ogilvie Salyer Dennis J. Casey 
Jane Gorman Mayer Carolyn Alfred Espich Jane Smith Bertelkamp Joyanne Herbert Lindsey Patricia Chambers Spearman Catherine Ondovchak Corbin 
Kathy Gage Minor Peter T. Fay Robert M. Buck Joe B. McCawley, Jr. Don A. Spencer Catherine Cornelius 
Margaret Lambert Morton William R  Gordon Allee B. Chatham Mary McGiffin Mooers Robert B. Stewart Sandra Krumbiegel Cornell 
Hortense Head Pomper Alexander G. Gregory Thomas M. Chilton Delle Davies Muller Carol Muir Stewart Frank R. Dunnill 
May Porter J. Max Grulke Faith Emeny Conger Katherine Roth Olson Scott E. Strahan, Jr. Karen Parachek Dunnill 
Jack L. Redding Suzanne Ferris Hammer Christopher Davis George P. Ponte II Lucille Harvey Taff Joanne Kennedy Frazer 
Nancy Tusler Redfearn Virginia A. Harr Ethel Deikman Dunn Richard A. Potter Joan White Tepper Robert J. Grabowski 
Bert E. Roper Shirley Christensen Howard William D. Helprin D. Jack Powell, Jr. Mark. C. Tiedje Judy Wells Graham 
William R. Shelton, Jr. James E. Imand Charles R. Leader, Jr. Louise Vick Riley Audrey Waterman Tyler Suzanne Curtis Gray 
Lois Adams Stipick Martha King Johnson Marie Perkins Lloyd Katherine S. Schwarz Warren F. Wallace Miles E. Hisiger 
Lois Cheesman Thombley Alice Smith Johnson Janet Rozier MacDonald Lorraine Kaelber Thompson Mary Fairchild Webster Burt A. Jordan 
Gordon H. Tully Richard L. Johnson Marcia Rich McKeithan Richard F. Trismen Fred L. Wolking Sarah Shepherd Lyon 
Patricia Underwood Williams Wilbur E. Johnson, Jr. Jane Hunsicker Marcum Webster U. Walker, Jr. Isabel B. MacLeod 
Ann Greene Key George J. Miller, Jr. Ann McDermaid Weber 1961 Sandra Chiles Partlow 
Lois Paxton Kling Kenneth F. Peloquin Frances Swicegood Williams Kenneth L. Salmon 
t Deceased Iris Johnson Kupfer Rebecca Strickland Pernice Richard R. Williams Jerry M. Beets Thomas P. Sawyer 
Robert L. Lambert J. Lloyd Soyars 1958 William W. Bentley Sandra Rainey Toledo 
Lois Johnston Larson Barbara A. Spencer Catherine Firestone Billings Nathan R. Tracy 
1949 Gale Smith Mayfield Ralph W. Tomlin Bruce A. Beal Richard A. Bishop Howell Van Gerbig, Jr. 
Jack A. MeCauslin Donald R. Vassar Lynne Kaelber Behnfield Sandra McEntaffer Breaux Ruthan Christy Wirman 
Martha Conwell Arnold Robert W. Miller Donald B. Weber Richard C. Bezemer Barbara Bertash Breen 
Melvin L. Blockinger Edwin R. Motch III Virginia H. Carpenter Ronald H. Brown 1964 
Mary Claporols Bloor Francis J. Natolis 1955 Marian Rich Conley Sydney 0. Chase III 
Samuel A. Burchers Marjorie M. Norris Barbara Mead Dallanegra John C. Clementson Ronald L. Acker 
Sue Adams Chinnock Edmund R. Okoniewski James F. Bocook Lois Barney Davidson Sally McCutchen Cook Gerry T. Appleton 
Claudia Hutchison Clark Helen Fines Okoniewski Jane Swicegood Brown Harold J. Durant Nancy Rogers Crozier Mary Sawtelle Blinn 
Antonio Consoli Irma Schaefer Pollard Connie M. Butler William K. Ely Rodney J. Dillard Richard E. Boschen, Jr. 
Agnes Hendrix Davis Betty Rowland Probasco Myra Brown Cook Bayard S. Guild Richard D. Einhorn Evelyn Vaughn Brinson 
W. Richard Every Charles K. Robinson, Jr. Harry W. Cost Janice Hamilton Haldeman Margaret Cresswell Ely Cordelia A. Bruce 
June Nelson Glatthar Fred M. Rogers Mary Wagley Danforth Carol Stroll Larsen Ann Berry Fitzgerald Daniel L. Can- 
Phyllis Starobin Gosfield Ann Groves Ross Stavros A. Demopoulos Bruce E. Long Robert W. Fleming Virginia Sands Casey 
J. Frederick Hartley, Jr. Wilson T. Tate, Jr. Walter Dittmer, Jr. Robert H. Lorenzen Sara Hunt Forthun James E. Cooper 
Virginia Koos Hurley Valerie Stacy Terris Donald P. Finnigan John P. MacKechnie Gerald D. Frazier H. Arthur Cornell 
Shirley Fry Irvin Ann Turley Warinner Donna Mae Knox Fitkin Billy J. Pace Judith Hill Galeana Marjorie Knight Crane 
William F. Koch, Jr. Howard C. Wieland Ross A. Fleischmann Karen Serumgard Rizika Adaire Lehmkuhl Graham Jonathan D. Darrah 
Warren F. Kuehl Robert S. WithereU Louis F. Glaser Judith Adams Schmeling Rosalie C. Hallbauer Rust M. Deming 
Olga Llano Kuehl James A. Graaskamp Jo Anne Suozzo Diane Peters Healey Diane Woodward Dolan 
Marilyn Lahn Liberman 1952 Kay Dunlap Guild Winfield Taylor, Jr. Justin Levin Lambert Thomas F. Doolittle 
Michael Malis Mary Martin Hayes Leona Beeker Turner James L. Levy Virginia Petrin Doolittle 
Ielene B. Morrow Ardath Norcross Aucoin David S. Jaffray, Jr. B. Moseley Waite John E. Lupo Stephen R. Erickson 
R. Sabin Pollard Mary S. Bailey Lois Schultz Lagrew David J. Williams James L. Magirl Judith Robb Fuller 
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Peter F. Gannon 
Frank D. Goldstein 
Ralph P. Grieco 
Richard W. Gunn 
Gail Phillipps Gunning 
Barbara Diller Hartsell 
Brainerd G. Hencken 
Constance Moore Hughes 
Barbara Dixon Jackson 
Barbara Linkous Jenkins 
Elaine Lawrence Kerr 
Robert R. Kirouac 
Gloria Caminiti Kraker 
Susan Camp Kresge 
Gary W. Mislick 
Georgia Frutchey Mislick 
George W. Morosani 
Ada Marie Horton Prill 
Marjorie Rubin 
Stephen J. Schoen 
Judith Thrailkill Schroeder 
Charles B. Shepard 
John W. Swanson 
Rocky Sullivan Thomas 
Betty Durgom Von Bergen 
Jane Faxon Welch 
Martha Page White 
Ann C. Wynne 
Diana Jones Wynne 
W. Frank Zimmerman 
1965 
Bruce W. Aldrich 
Patricia Lacroix Appleton 
Albert F. Arbury 
Ronald E. Benderson 
Sharon Bloodworth Blazier 
Thomas H. Brew 
James H. Carney 
Richard D. Chapman, Jr. 
William R. Cigich 
Kennedy H. Clark, Jr. 
J. Patrick Dalsemer 
Emily Klamer Dalsemer 
James H. Dollison 
Teri Varley Dorfman 
Peggy Adams Douglas 
Douglas J. Draper 
Thomas A. Edgar 
Carroll A. English 
Robert W. Ennis 
George H. Fisher, Jr. 
Cary C. Fuller 
Gay Moulton Georgi 
Peter Haigis 
Timothy J. Haley 
Anita Roncaglione Haley 
Alvert H. Hearn 
Ann Johnston Hearn 
Jeffrey G. Heitz 
Mary Ten Eyck Hencken 
T. Christopher Jenkins 
Joanne Horvath Lapoma 
Robert W. MacCuspie 
Ronald T. Maffia 
Freda Carmichael Morosani 
Patricia Cullen Neely 
Maria Benner Newsom 
Todd W. Read 
Jane Woodworth Read 
Susan Carter Ricks 
David Roberts IV 
David R. Schechter 
James C. Stein 
Robert M. Stockman 
Sally Charles Stockman 
John F. Stone 
Terrance Maxwell Swanson 
J. Samuel Thomas, Jr. 
James C. Treadway, Jr. 
John I. Turner 
Karl F. Weickhardt 
Robert P. Williard 
Norma Canelas Williard 
1966 
Thomas W. Alexander 
Pamela Booth Alexander 
John P. Ashton II 
Mary Lowery Bogdasarian 
James S. Bomhard 
Jerry W. Brown 
Paul H. Carlson 
Laurie Gordon Carney 
Mildred Trapkin Creager 
Eleanor Riker Crosby 
Pennie Page Cummings 
Julia Fix Cwikla 
Jean Britt Daves 
John L. Dean 
Sheri Brickley Dean 
Anne Hathaway Duff 
Margaret Pease Ellis 
Michael J. Federline 
Maria Savvas Feeley 
Jeffrey P. Fisher 
Martha Sanchez Grieco 
Robert B. Heinemann 
Marie Rackensperger Hernandez 
Jeffrey D. Hicks 
Stephanie Brewer Iglehart 
C. Douglas Kerr 
H. Cary Kresge, Jr. 
Virginia Sprinkle La Brant 
Charles E. Lawson 
William C. Leydig 
Harry D. Lunger 
Sue Willers Lunger 
George B. Miller 
John H. Noel III 
Susan Raynor Olson 
Linda Waldron Pasinski 
Prudence May Plusch 
Beebe Bromeyer Roberts 
Geoffrey W. Robertson 
Stephen Sherman 
Sharon Siegener 
Mary Taylor Sullivan 
Stephen W. Ward 
Sarah P. Williams 
1967 
Priscilla Smith Badgett 
Charles M. Beeghly, Jr. 
Frank C. Boehnlein 
Cornelius B. Bohannon III 
Sherrie Anne Branyon 
William K. Caler, Jr. 
Lynn Hutner Colwell 
Colin M. Cunningham, Jr. 
W. Garrett Dering 
Barbara Liverett Draper 
Twila Kirkland Engle 
Kay Bower Evans 
Margaret S. Fifer 
Sandy Browning Finck 
Patricia L. Hall 
Pamela Dixon Harris 
John Y. Horner 
Ann Beckman Kellogg 
Sylvia T. Kuta 
Elizabeth Bodenheimer Lewis 
Samuel A. Martin 
Robert L. McCannon 
John W. Mclntosh 
F. Dennis Milner 
Gary T. Orwick 
Wood W. Phares 
Nancy Shaw Phares 
Donald F. Phillips, Jr. 
Robert A. Roy 
Lucy Anderson Roy 
Linda Moser Shea 
Robert H. Shealor 
Cynthia Skiff Shealor 
Allen T. Short 
Edward W. Staley 
Michael F. Stone 
Peter C. Taylor 
Jean Preston Thompson 
Heidi Slaughter Turner 
John R. Ursone 
Linda Reischl Winrow 
1968 
Joan Maurey Antonaros 
P. Jeffrey Birtch 
William H. Blackburn 
Nancy Biller Bowen 
Terry A. Bunde 
Rosa M. Caler 
Ruby N. Cantwell 
Robert L. Chandler, Jr. 
Betty Jenkins Chandler 
Evelyn Cook 
Susan Hall Conrad 
Allan G. Curtis 
Forest C. Deal, Jr. 
Robert M. Franklin 
Nona Gandelman 
Lillian Stauffacher Gillies 
Brewster T. Gillies 
Anne McCall Ginsborg 
Charles E. Gordon 
Rebecca Klamer Green 
Jay A. Gustafson 
Sandra Jackson Harrison 
Joanne Dembitz Hartog 
Robert Hochschild 
Alva Hollrn, Jr. 
Laura Barnes Hollon 
Cheryl Bruch Horner 
Cheryl Kibler Keyes 
David N. King 
John Kirouac 
Anthony J. Levecchio 
Ann Crabill Leydig 
Virginia G. Loomis 
Ruth Makemson 
Carole Conklin Mangan 
Dianne Kaighin Martin 
William A. Mellan, Jr. 
Sandra Voran Meslis 
Patrick H. Molloy 
Kirby L. Morgan 
Ronalie Clement Peterson 
John H. Pinder V 
Lawrence L. Pound 
Laurinda K. Reger 
Robert J. Richardson 
Niente Ingersoll Robertson 
Carolyn Dunn Simon 
Karen Shaud Skoglund 
Rheua S. Stakely 
Carolyn Haas Swiney 
Thomas M. Thompson, Jr. 
Susan Probasco Thompson 
Sanda Dalzell Ursone 
Claudia J. Waller 
J. Christopher Wilder 
Jack W. Zimmerman 
1969 
Mary M. Allen 
Pamela Miller Askew 
Charles J. Bauernschmidt 
Barbara Bissell 
Carol Skodje Black 
Constance Griffin Blackburn 
Gail Pattison Blackmer 
Susan Gregory Blakely 
Jane Carrison Bockel 
Katherine McNabb Bohannon 
John T. Bottomley 
Kathryn A. Brown 
Wiley T. Buchanan III 
Linda E. Buck 
Hays L. Clark 
Preston Alexius Crow 
Beth Sherrerd Curtis 
Eugene Curtis 
Patricia Nielson Driever 
Maria E. Dubourt 
Martha F. Edwards 
Ann E. Elmore 
Mary-Ann Foniri Ernwein 
Wilson H. Flohr, Jr. 
Sandra E. Foster 
Karen P. Frazier 
Peter J. Gaidis 
Cyrus W. Grandy V. 
John E. Grunow, Jr. 
James B. Hardee 
H. Stuart Harrison, Jr. 
William M. Hartog III 
Charles B. Hawley 
Dan W. Holbrook 
P. William Keyes 
John A. Latimer 
David H. Lord 
Lucy Crane McCannon 
Clifford E. Montgomery 
John C. Myers III 
Wendy A. Overton 
Lawrence D. Phillipps 
Gail Green Pinder 
Patricia Leslie Pomeroy 
Robin W. Roberts 
Don A. Robins 
Frederick W. Schert 
Janice Gunter Shepherd 
Constance Hirschman Shorb 
James B. Short 
Robert H. Showalter 
Guy S. Somers 
Sussanah Skinner Somers 
Benedict F. Sonz 
Tedd A. Stephens 
Robert F. Stonerock, Jr. 
Steven Westgate 
Marion Brewer White 
James F. Whitehead III 
Carol Welch Whitehead 
John F. Wood, Jr. 
Stefan H. Young 
1970 
Bonnie B. Baker 
Chira Kirkland Bauer 
Linda Hamilton Bennett 
Alan M. Bernstein 
William H. Bieberbach 
Marcia Wilson Blasier 
George E. Brown III 
E. Bradford Buttner 
Tristram C. Colket 4th 
Nancy Frazee Dollison 
Charles B. Draper 
Darcy Hyde Draper 
Evelyn V. Fidao 
Suzanne Vanderbeck Fletcher 
Phoebe R. Howard 
Thomas G. Jarrell 
Robert P. Jonap 
Allan E. Keen 
John M. Kest 
Diane Michelson Kirtley 
David W. Knutson 
Alan H. Landay 
Robinson Leech, Jr. 
John B. Maxwell 
Christine Colmore McKimmey 
William H. McMunn 
Laurence M. Mercier 
Elizabeth J. Miles 
James P. Murphey 
Joan Britten Nuernberg 
Arthur S. Pohl 
Johnna Brand Pound 
James B. Ross 
Betty Hackney Staley 
Robert R. Taylor 
Lucia S. Turnbull 
Margot Bright Walker 
Jeffery W. Weaver 
1971 
John A. Anderson 
Sally M. Benson 
William E. Blasier 
Peter S. Cahall 
Gretchen Rounsaval Clark 
Joye Davidson Clark 
Karen Larsen D'Ambrosio 
Carolyn Mercer Diskin 
Noel C. Eggleston 
Micou Savage Glazener 
John H. Hanson, Jr. 
Gary R. Kilmer 
Sally Holder Kilmer 
Nathan P. Laffoon 
Julia C. Lane 
Richardson T. Merriman 
Stuart B. Miller 
Julianne McNiff Myers 
Candace D. Naden 
Ralph D. Pendery 
Mary Gilbert Reiniger 
Scott H. Reiniger 
Walter B. Shepherd 
Kim Springate Showalter 
Marilyn Charles Stokes 
Kathy Jo Kwass Taylor 
Marcia Yard Tucker 
Howard M. Tuttle, Jr. 
Leslie Haworth Wallace 
Jeffrey E. Wenham 
Stanley Zimmerman 
1972 
Joan Scharfenberg Anderson 
Sheryl L. Benson 
James W. Berry 
Kenneth D. Bleakly, Jr. 
Katherine Lawton Brown 
John H. Castings 
Nancy J. Christie 
Dana R. Consler 
Nancy Lafferty Cudlipp 
Michael C. Delcolliano 
Lynne Schweitzer Fischer 
Cynthia Neskow Ford 
Christopher L. Fusco 
Stanley C. Gale 
Timothy A. Gibbons 
Lucy Cook Gordon 
James P. Griffin 
Craig A. Johnson 
Joan E. King 
Raymond B. Laidet, Jr. 
Robert M. Malis 
Susan Martin 
Taylor B. Metcalfe 
Elizabeth Lindley Ranallo 
Frank A. Ritti 
Jane A. Roeder 
Richard L. Rothschild 
Robert W. Selton, Jr. 
Pamela Lippoldt Selton 
Margaret G. Small 
Robert M. Strickland 
Nancy Hicks Sullivan 
Cynthia M. Thomas 
Christiansen G. Von Wormer 
James B. Warner 
Earl B. Yeadaker III 
Stephanie Kass Yeadaker 
1973 
Wendy N. Bartlett 
Holly K. Birtch 
Barbara Henning Bleakly 
Anne B. Briggs 
Barry L. Coombs 
David W. Cudlipp 
Deborah A. Darrah 
Ellen F. Drake 
Carol Pitt Eggleston 
Erick F. Gamble 
Andrew Grunow 
Douglas Kling 
Marilyn D. MacLeod 
Fred L. Maddison 
Lyman C. Martin III 
Deborah Yard Mello 
Deborah Waud Moore 
Elaine L. Pauly 
Terry Shank Purdom 
Claudia Wray Sanders 
Linda Buttrey Sliauter 
Ronald Soldo 
Donna A. Stein 
Philip D. Thomas 
Jefferson L. Vann 
James E. Vastyan 
Martha Withers 
1974 
Jean A. Anderson 
Cris Bantivoglio 
Donald P. Best 
Frank A. Bucci, Jr. 
Katherine D. Garlington 
C. Lynne Henshaw 
Charles W. Jackson 
Lisa Lyle Johnson 
Lee F. Morris 
David Nash 
Jay Robertson 
Mary Ann Geiger Soldo 
Sue Allison Strickland 
Margaret Kinnaird Tuttle 
Ann E. Weltmer 
Andrew W. Williams 
1975 
Peter G. Alfond 
Christina L. Bates 
Linda A. Bickett 
E. Allison Biggers 
Elizabeth A. Bradley 
John E. Clark 
Cynthia L. Crowe 
Lucia R. Garcia-Iniguez 
Fulton R. Gordon III 
J. Douglas Hawkinson 
Jean Reisinger Hill 
David Holland 
C. Jane Long 
Jane W. Marks 
James D. McAvity 
Cheryl Vaughn Miller 
Glenn E. Miller 
Jane A. Mullendore 
Darby Ann Neptune 
Theodore H. Northrup 
William P. O'Connor 
John M. Ourisman 
Cynthia L. Pickett 
Nancy S. Platzer 
Kathryn A. Schumacher 
Cynthia A. Shelton 
Laurie L. Strehl 
Juliette W. Taylor 
Peter A. Turnbull 
Robin Wunderlich Williams 
Terrie Egert Wood 
1976 
William L. Barker 
Charles A. Sullivan 
1977 
Theresa Pugliese Wytrwal 
1978 
Linda Burrows Hargrove 
SCHOOL FOR 
CONTINUING EDUCATION 
and 
GRADUATE 
DEGREE PROGRAMS 
1962 
Leander Schaidt Jr. 
1963 
Robert W. Blanchard 
Esther Robinson Coret 
Evelyn Tomanek Foust 
Peggy Fowler Moranz 
Barbara Sims 
1964 
Joy Louise Berman 
Charles B. Clark 
Mrs. John E. Dunnavant 
John H. Keim 
Cyril D. Maynard 
Charles E. Rice 
Mary Cramblitt Schaidt 
Fremont Webb 
1965 
John H. Blue 
Edward H. Cepull, Jr. 
Erna Grosser 
Jo Anne Crocker Kincaid 
Donna M. Neely 
William H. Parker 
Henry D. Tarbell 
1966 
Abdo S. Ahmed 
Edward J. Albers 
Keith M. Barton 
Raymond F. Green 
Gloria Rockwood Houghton 
Roy S. Kohlhausen III 
James E. Lott 
Robert W   McMillan 
Gerard W. Wicklin 
1967 
Lona Jordan Battle 
Arline Cole Bonham 
Laure Dixon Higginbotham 
Roberta Harville Nelson 
Aubra Johnson Pate 
Myrtle Skon Rutberg 
Henry R. Sides 
Ned B. Spake 
Ruth Dey Suydam 
James W. Swinnea 
Delbert C. Thomes 
Joseph G. Twombly 
Marie Mitchell Whitney 
1968 
Samuel F. Carr 
Kenneth D. Girkey 
Anne Greenglass 
Jessie M. Heasley 
Ann McMillan Hicks 
Alan 0. Jennings 
Saul H. Klein 
Donald H. Kurtzahn 
Seymour Leibowitz 
Joseph W. Minnigan 
Quincy D. Oldham 
Mrs. Elmer B. Peterson 
Robert L. Reed 
J. Ross Rosazza 
Lloyd L. Simonson 
Frederick B. Smith, Jr. 
Richard G. Smith 
1969 
Robert R. Allen 
Kyle N. Anderson 
Donald L. Baker, Jr. 
Angus S. Barlow 
Ann Armistead Bearse 
Vernon L. Bengtson, Sr. 
Russell H. Calamia 
Fred A. Collins, Jr. 
Buren W. Cook 
John C. Decaro 
Adelaide Chance Dunn 
Roscoe P. Echerd 
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Peter J. Gill, Jr. 
Nena Rungan Gill 
Curtiss R. Hill 
Franklin 0. Houghton 
John C. Hubbs 
Charles B. Johnston 
G. John MacMichael 
Mark E. Mazak 
Douglas McKinny 
William E. Nance 
Sonia T. Richardson 
Karl Schultz 
Steven M. Serafin 
Martha Stanley Shoaf 
William L. Simpson 
John H. Tucker 
Frederick S. Turnmyre 
1970 
Thomas E. Barnes 
Charlotte Close Berkmeyer 
James H. Bobbitt 
Harold E. Branham, Jr. 
William S. Candler 
William J.- Dowdell 
Harry C. Earl 
Robert W. Farrell 
Paula Tanner Girard 
William Hanay 
Billy L. Havron 
Frederick W. Helwig 
Elizabeth Moritz Hope 
Theodore D. Larson 
Donald J. Merritt 
Joanne Page Mize 
Randy M. Moore 
Douglas K. Sands 
Ronald H. Scaggs 
Julian B. Williams 
1971 
David L. Baumgardner 
Mrs. James A. Beckett 
Ernest L. Blake, Jr. 
John H. Boynton, Jr. 
William T. Braswell 
Reginald R. Clay 
Windell A. Dixon. Jr. 
Mrs. Peter Fakess 
Elzie J. Foster 
Eugene P. Gribble 
Evelyn J. Headrick 
Rudolph E. Heide 
Mrs. Alan 0. Jennings 
Larry A. Kunze 
Frank B. Maitlen 
Robert J. McCarter 
Terrence H. McCormick 
John W. McKinnon 
Sara Kerr Page 
James M. Reedy, Jr. 
James H. Smith 
Lester W. Trager 
Victor M. Winebrenner 
Irving Yousha 
1972 
Emily Jackson Bliss 
Rita Leone Brown 
Mary Anne Evans Harris 
Frederick H. Kupfer 
Allhea Williams Loughlin 
George B. Macfie 
Viola Gilford McLoughlin 
Albert G. Moseley III 
Peter S. Schalow 
Duane B. Smith 
Richard A. Soeldner 
Hilda Doyle Tracy 
James G. Wham 
John G. Williams, Jr. 
Ravmond R. Wood 
1973 
Carlton W. Brewer 
John P. Bruce 
Cesar E. Calvet 
Charles H. Houder, Jr. 
Royce J. Howe 
Forrest B. Jamison, Jr. 
Emory H. Jennings 
Stephen C. Johnston 
Walter Leonard Lee 
Howard J. Meginley, Jr. 
Garth L. Meyers 
Jack W. Partlow 
Robert C. Pettigrew 
James M. Schneider 
Junius B. Stevens 
Robert Strange 
Sterling L. Tuck 
Charles C. Ward, Jr. 
John T. Washington 
Frank R. Wilson 
1974 
Robert M. Best 
Robert L. Carter 
William C. Cogswell 
Mrs. II. Edward Dowling 
H. Edward Dowling, Jr. 
Steven J. Fcierstein 
Norman C. Floyd. Sr. 
Mrs. Carl II. Fowler 
Orencio J. Garcia Del Busto 
Arthur E. Grindle 
Doyle M. Hughes 
Robert  B. Kolodney 
Thomas I). Lindemann 
George E. Malvey 
Mrs. Theodore McClure 
Arthur II. Mugge 
Waldo M. Page 
Lawren Anne Phillips 
1975 
Linda Si-haucr Dowdell 
Dolores Anne I'. Estridge 
Ronald II. Klair 
Lynne Crawley Mowrey 
William H.  Rice 
Ronald W. Scrril'.f 
Gloria Lou Tickle 
* In Memoriam 
Sheldon Marks '47, given in his 
memory by his wife Charlotte. 
Louise Hall Moore '30 given in 
her memory by her husband. 
Franklin Moore 
Mary Corre Foster MA given in 
her memory by Margaret Shaw 
Helsky xl9. 
Elizabeth Know lion Shore lL' 
given in her memory by Verges 
Van  Wickle '11. 
ALUMNI FUND 1975-76 
CLASS # IN CLASS DONORS $ % 
1900-25 270 59 $1,999.00 22 
1926 41 8 635.00 20 
1927 30 13 1,519.38 43 
1928 55 19 2,216.50 35 
1929 59 24 691.50 41 
1930 87 21 587.50 24 
1931 68 18 603.00 26 
1932 76 22 3,500.00 29 
1933 104 28 4,014.00 27 
1934 ... .. ill 23 5,920.00 21 
1935 105 24 5,860.50 23 
1936 104 24 1,482.50 23 
1937 86 23 1,243.00 27 
1938 102 25 1,332.00 25 
1939 95 24 4,321.50 25 
1940 90 15 1,085.50 16 
1941 121 30 27,700.50 25 
1942 90 16 15,525.00 18 
1943 95 18 725.00 19 
1944 90 17 2,090.00 19 
1945 95 15 2,122.50 16 
1946 110 13 242.50 12 
1947 114 21 500.50 18 
1948 162 37 3,932.50 22 
1949 170 30 918.50 18 
1950 180 43 9,155.00 24 
1951 175 40 6,078.00 23 
1952 180 27 879.50 15 
1953 160 27 2,947.50 17 
1954 150 22 1,910.00 15 
1955 135 30 20,420.00 22 
1956 140 26 2,552.50 19 
1957 155 31 2,562.50 20 
1958 160 23 2,022.00 14 
1959 180 24 2,504.50 13 
1960 183 44 7,562.50 23 
1961 210 43 2,119.50 20 
1962 190 31 1,035.00 16 
1963 203 26 1,896.25 12 
1964 310 48 3,013.00 16 
1965 240 52 2,417.50 21 
1966 270 44 1,910.75 15 
1967 240 41 1,943.50 17 
1968 300 56 1,827.50 19 
1969 305 62 2,592.25 20 
1970 310 38 1,108.50 12 
1971 305 31 733.75 10 
1972 400 36 2,841.58 9 
1973 380 27 1,496.50 7 
1974 486 16 1,175.62 3 
1975 436 31 1,335.03 7 
1976 N/A 2 350.00 
1977 N/A 1 10.00 
1978 
TOTAL 
N/A 
8,913 
1 
1489 
2,000.00 
$179,113.86 16.7 
ANNUAL FUND SCOREBOARD 
Annual Giving 1974/75 1975/76    . 
Annual Fund $124,534 $188,128 
Number of donors 1,409 1,688 
Average gift $         88.38 $       111.45 
Gifts for other purposes 143,245 115,840 
Total Alumni Giving $267,779 $303,968 
COLLEGE SCOREBOARD 
College Totals 1974/75 1975/76 
"Unrestricted", Current 
Funds $750,054 $809,670 
Special purposes, En- 
dowment and 
Capital Funds $1,355,848 $1,326,324 
Total $2,105,902 $2,135,994 
SCHOOL FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION AND 
GRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS 
CLASS DONORS TOTAL AMOUNT 
1961 1 $     10.00 
1962 1 150.00 
1963 5 130.00 
1964 8 325.00 
1965 7 350.00 
1966 9 1,011.00 
1967 13 275.00 
1968 17 747.50 
1969 29 1,512.50 
1970 20 440.00 
1971 24 548.50 
1972 14 442.00 
1973 21 891.00 
1974 18 571.50 
1975 7 54.00 
Special Note 1976* 
4,600 graduates 
Class Gift* 1,000.00      * 
194 $7,458.00*     (4.2%) 
*1976 Class gift not included in total dollars 
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(Sofpofate Matching 
ALLIED CHEMICAL 
FOUNDATION 
Edwin D. Little, Jr. '48 
ARTHUR YOUNG FOUNDATION 
Mary Marchman Stonerock '40 
Robert F. Stonerock '41 
BEMIS COMPANY FOUNDATION 
Robert N. Hagnauer '45 
B.F. GOODRICH COMPANY 
Robert W. MacCuspie '65 
CHEMICAL BANK 
Philip W. Horton '33 
CHEVRON 
W. Mabrey Manderson '61 
C.I.T. FOUNDATION 
Stuart C. Eaton '35 
CITIES SERVICE FOUNDATION 
Cynthia Skiff Shealor '67 
Robert H. Shealor '67 
CNA FOUNDATION 
Don A. Salyer '59 
Gwynva Ogilvie Salyer '60 
CONTINENTAL CAN CO., INC. 
Cheryl Bruch Horner '67 
John Y. Horner '68 
CROUSE-HINDS   FOUNDATION, 
INC. 
Donald F. Phillips, Jr. '67 
DEERING MILLIKEN, INC. 
Connie M. Butler '55 
Harold J. Durant '58 
EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE 
SOCIETY OF UNITED STATES 
Ray A. Trovillion 10 
EXXON EDUCATIONAL 
FOUNDATION 
George P. Gross '45 
Patricia L. Hall '67 
FMC FOUNDATION 
James H. Dollison '65 
Nancy Frazee Dollison '70 
FORD FOUNDATION 
Cynthia Neskow Ford '72 
G.D. SEARLE & COMPANY 
Nancy Taggart Davis '60 
GENERAL DYNAMICS 
CORPORATION 
John H. Blue '65 
Donald J. Merritt '70 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
FOUNDATION 
John A. Bistline '44 
Clifford E. Montgomery '69 
GENERAL FOODS 
FOUNDATION, INC. 
Robert P. Jonap '70 
Jean Parker Waterbury '36 
GIRARD BANK 
Richardson T. Merriman '71 
GRUMANN CORPORATION 
Roy S. Kohlhausen '66 
GULF OIL FOUNDATION 
Charles M. Beeghly, Jr. '67 
HARRIS INTERTYPE 
FOUNDATION 
Albert G. Moseley, III '72 
HASKIN & SELLS 
FOUNDATION, INC. 
Robert W. Ennis '65 
Andrew W. Williams '74 
Robin Wunderlich Williams '75 
HEWLETT-PACKARD 
COMPANY 
Donald H. A. Kurtzahn '68 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION 
Edward H. Cepull, Jr. '65 
Anita Tanner Daubenspeck '60 
Augusta Yust Hume '39 
Warren C. Hume '39 
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE 
& TELEGRAPH 
CORPORATION 
Roscoe P. Echerd '69 
Marilyn D. MacLeod '73 
Junius B. Stevens '73 
JOHNSON & JOHNSON 
Daryl Stamm Barker '53 
Frank H. Barker '52 
KOPPERS COMPANY, INC. 
A. Carrow Tolson '42 
KRAFTCO CORPORATION 
Bryant H. Prentice, Jr. '37 
Jeanne Crowley Prentice '39 
LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY 
Barbara Trueblood Abbott '37 
Horace P. Abbott '36 
MANUFACTURERS HANOVER 
FOUNDATION 
John L. Dean '66 
Sheri Bickley Dean '66 
MARTIN-MERIETTA 
CORPORATION 
Earl W. Achord '72 
Joy L. Berman '64 
John P. Bruce '73 
Elzie Joe Foster '71 
Raymond F. Green '66 
Eugene P. Gribble '71 
Mary Anne Evans Harris '72 
John C. Hubbs '69 
Forest B. Jamison '73 
C. Douglas Kerr '66 
Elaine Lawrence Kerr '64 
Seymour Leibowitz '68 
J. Edwart Lott '66 
John E. Lupo '61 
Lucille Brown McClure '74 
Douglas McKinny '67 
Robert W. McMillan '66 
Garth L. Meyers '73 
Joseph W. Minnigan '68 
Robert C. Pettigrew '73 
Leander Schaidt, Jr. '62 
Mary Cramblitt Schaidt '64 
Frederick S. Turnmyre '69 
MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL 
LIFE INSURANCE 
COMPANY 
C. Robert Leader, Jr. '54 
Jane Moody Leader '57 
McGRAW-HILL, INC. 
James E. Imand '51 
MORGAN GUARANTY TRUST 
COMPANY OF NEW YORK 
Charlotte V/ettstein Patton '27 
MUTUAL OF NEW YORK 
Constance Moore Hughes '64 
John F. Hughes, Jr. '64 
NEW ENGLAND LIFE 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
John C. Clementson '61 
OCCIDENTAL CHEMICAL 
COMPANY 
John M. Harris '44 
Margaret Parsons Harris '45 
OWNES-CORNING FIBERGLAS 
CORPORATION 
Charles B. Hartmann '57 
PHILIP MORSE 
INTERNATIONAL 
Cornelius B. Bohannon, III '67 
Katherine McNabb Bohannon '69 
Jay A. Gustafson '68 
ROCKEFELLER FAMILY & 
ASSOCIATES 
Carol Stroll Larsen '58 
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL 
Thomas P. Johnson '34 
SANDOZ-WANDER, INC. 
Joanne Kennedy Frazer '63 
SCOTT PAPER COMPANY 
Donald P. Best '74 
TRAVELER'S INSURANCE 
COMPANIES 
Carol Beardsley Finnigan '57 
Donald P. Finnigan '55 
UNION CAMP CORPORATION 
Roger L. Schoening '47 
UNITED AIRCRAFT 
CORPORATION 
Adele Fort Kirkpatrick '56 
UNITED BRANDS 
FOUNDATION 
Louise Hall Moore '30 
UPJOHN COMPANY 
Ralph L. Pernice '52 
Rebecca Strickland Pernice '54 
USS-AGRI CHEMICALS, INC. 
Francis C. Mayer '50 
Jane Gorman Mayer '48 
WESTINGHOUSE 
EDUCATIONAL 
FOUNDATION 
Anne Anthony Davis '41 
Wendell A. Davis '40 
XEROX FOUNDATION 
Anthony J. LeVecchio '68 
Ruth Makemson '68 
Top dumber 
Contributors 
CLASS 
1969 
1900-25 
1968 
1965 
1964 
1960 
1950 
1966 
1961 
1967 
1951 
1970 
1948 
1972 
1957 
1971 
1975 
1962 
1941 
1949 
1955 
TOPS 
CLASS 
1941 
1955 
1942 
1950 
1960 
1951 
1934 
1935 
1939 
1933 
1948 
1932 
1964 
1953 
1972 
1969 
1957 
1956 
1959 
1965 
TOP% 
CLASS 
1927 
1929 
1928 
1932 
1933 
1937 
1931 
1938 
1939 
1941 
1930 
1950 
1935 
1936 
1960 
1951 
1900-25 
1948 
1955 
1965 
1934 
1961 
1957 
1926 
1969 
No. 
62 
59 
56 
52 
48 
44 
43 
44 
43 
41 
40 
38 
37 
36 
31 
31 
31 
31 
30 
30 
30 
$27,700 
20,420 
15,525 
9,155 
7,562 
6,078 
5,920 
5,860 
4,321 
4,014 
3,932 
3,500 
3,013 
2,947 
2,841 
2,592 
2,562 
2,552 
2,504 
2,417 
% 
43 
41 
35 
29 
27 
27 
26 
25 
25 
25 
24 
24 
23 
23 
23 
23 
22 
22 
22 
21 
21 
20 
20 
20 
20 
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SOCCER 
Rollins College head soccer coach Gordie 
Howell said prior to the 1976 campaign that the 
Rollins booters "should jell and begin to perform 
well under pressure by mid-season." Not only have 
the kickers managed to jell and play well together, 
but they have now been able to accumulate one of 
the best win-loss records in College Division play 
thus far. 
Looking back at two outstanding victories over 
South Florida (ranked No. 4 in University Division) 
and Miami (ranked No. 10 in University Division), 
the Tars have accumulated an 8-1 record with a 
seven-game winning streak in their favor. The only 
Rollins setback came in the season opener when 
they dropped a 1-0 decision to the University of 
Maryland (Baltimore Campus). 
"We are becoming much more aggressive on 
the field," said an elated Howell, now in his ninth 
year at the Tar helm. "Our youth and desire has, 
thus far, made this rebuilding year very successful 
for us." 
Providing a great deal of the youthful stamina for 
the Tars are freshman Lew Moceri, Steve Larsen, 
John Byrne and goalkeeper Dale Smith. Moceri 
leads the team in goals scored with four while 
Smith is rated by Howell "as a talented and 
valuable member to the Rollins contingent." Smith 
is credited with six shutouts while allowing only four 
goals in nine starts. Rollins has netted 19 goals 
thus far with 215 shots on goal. 
SPORTS 
Steve J ucker Gary Parsons 
Co-Captains 
Although the 1976-77 Rollins College basketball 
squad will be comprised of ten returning cagers 
from last year's Cinderella contingent, it is not hard 
to visualize a rebuilding year in the making. The 
loss of the widely acclaimed "Cincinnati Kids" - 
Bruce Howland, Steve Heis, and Tom Klusmah - 
give added depth and credibility to head coach Ed 
Jucker's comment that "the 1976-77 basketball 
season will, in fact, be a rebuilding one." 
O the ten veteran performers only two were 
involved with steady starting roles last season. 
Gary Parsons, second highest scorer on last year's 
club with an average 14.9 points per game, will join 
Ed Lake as the pair of veteran starters. Steve 
Jucker, Bob Morris, Bob Klusman, Dirk Twine, 
Tom Oren, Jay Colling, Tom Durkee and Brian 
Campbell will make up the returning contingent. 
BASKETBALL 
Four promising newcomers will join the team in 
1976-77. Ron Jenkins, a 6-7 forward from New 
York City and 6-6 Bob Zyburt of Illinois "will add 
much needed depth and stability to the team," 
according to Jucker. Jenkins, selected as a First 
Team member of the All-New York City squad, 
averaged better than 41 points per contest last 
season at The McBurney School while pulling in 27 
rebounds per contest. Zyburt, who captured ten 
rebounds per outing this past season, netted better 
than 20 points per game at Niles West High in 
Skokie, Illinois in 1975-76. Zyburt was unanimously 
selected as the Central Suburban Conference's 
Most Valuable Player while also being named to the 
All-Area teams of the Chicago Daily News and the 
Chicago Tribune. 
Tim Mahoney of Cincinnati and Kyle Rich, also of 
Cincinnati, will join the squad as "highly 
recommended prospects who are expected to add 
both strength and depth to the Rollins roundball 
squad." 
Mahoney, Most Valuable Player in the Greater 
Cincinnati League last season, performed in the 
Mid-Western All America Classic in Dayton (Ohio) 
and broke Ohio's free throw record with 50 
consecutive conversions at Xavier High. Hitting for 
92.4 percent of his charity shots. Mahoney 
averaged better than 16 points per game. Rich, a 
graduate of Finneytown High, averaged 20 points 
per contest and 14 rebounds. All-League both in 
his junior and senior year, the 6-6 speedster was 
named to the First Team All-City in both Esquire 
and Post publications. Rich was selected to play in 
the East-West Cincinnati All-Star game, as well as 
being named to the U.S.A. All-Star team which 
toured Poland in an 11 -game circuit against various 
Polish All-Stars. 
Rollins will play a 25-game schedule including 
the Tangerine Bowl Tournament Classic which 
features Fordham University, Western Kentucky, 
Stetson and defending champions, Rollins. The 
Tars will again compete in the Sunshine State 
Conference meeting with conference foes Florida 
Tech., Florida Southern, Biscayne, Eckerd and St. 
Leo. 
Basketball 
Schedule 
1976-77 
DATE DAY OPPONENT 
Nov. 27 Sat. Milligan Col. 
Nov. 29 Mon. Fla. Inst. of Tech. 
Dec. 1 Wed. Tenn. Wesleyan Col. 
Dec. 3 Fri. U. of So. (Sewanee) 
Dec. 4 Sat. Oglethorpe U. 
Dec. 8 Wed. Bethune-Cookman Col. 
Dec. 11 Sat. Davidson Col. 
Dec. 27-28      Mon./Tue< .TANGERINE BOWL 
TOURNAMENT 
(Fordham, W. Ken., 
Stetson & Rollins 
Jan. 3 Mon. Baptist Col. 
Jan. 5 Wed. N.Y. St. U. (Albany) 
Jan. 7 Fri. Guilford Col. 
Jan. 11 Tues. Eckerd Col. 
Jan. 15 Sat. Fla. Tech. U. 
Jan. 22 Sat. Biscayne Col. 
Jan. 24 Mon. N.C. U. (Charlotte) 
Jan. 29 Sat. Fla. So. Col. 
Feb. 3 Thurs. Biscayne Col. 
Feb. 8 Tues. Birmingham So. Col. 
Feb. 11 Fri. St. Leo Col. 
Feb. 16 Wed. Fla. So. Col. 
Feb. 19 Sat. St. Leo Col. 
Feb. 22 Tues. Eckerd Col. 
Feb. 26 Sat. Fla. Tech. U. 
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FORTY PLUS 
'17 
Marguerite Enlow Barze has published a new 
book of poetry, "Wind in My Face (in Florida)." 
'25 
A 50th wedding anniversary celebration took 
Trillis Wesseler Windom to Washington D. C. 
where she visited with relatives including her sons, 
William '53 and Towne '56. Her daughter, Esther 
Windom Woodruff '55, had been in Winter Park in 
June for her 25th high school reunion. 
'27 
Ray '23 and Wilhelmina Freeman Greene 
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary on June 
5th. Countless alumni offer congratulations. 
Fondest sympathy is extended to Katharine 
Lewis Lehman in the loss of her husband, Rodney 
'29, alumnus, teacher and friend of many through 
the years. 
The Fleet Peeples Swimming Pool was officially 
dedicated and opened at Winter Park High School 
with a splash this summer. Fleet made a splash of 
his own at yet another opening, that of Disney 
World's River Country attraction. At the age of 78, 
Fleet did not give a second thought to whizzing 
down the 260 foot flume just before Susan Ford. 
'30 
Westward Ho for Virginia Stelle in the early 
summer. . .she took a delightful trip to California, 
including attendance at the Kappa Kappa Gamma 
National Convention. She visited with Helen 
Steinmetz '08 in La Jolla, to whom we wish a 
speedy recovery after a fall last winter. 
'33 
Dorothy Shepherd Smith and her mother, Martha 
Funkhouser Shepherd '17, were featured recently 
in the Orlando Sentinel as "walking encyclopedias 
of Winter Park history." 
'35 
The President of The Treasure Mart on Detroit 
Street in Ann Arbor is Rollins' own, Damaris Evans 
Cash. 
'36 
R. Brown has retired from his medical practice 
in Beatrice, Nebraska, effective July 31st. 
'37 
Bryant H. Prentice Jr., Chairman of the Board of 
Bryant & Stratton Business Institute, has an- 
nounced his retirement from Kraftco Corporation 
as of October 1st. Prentice retires from his post as 
Vice President of Kraftco and President of its 
Kra-Pak Division after a 30 year career with the 
company. He is currently a Director of Western 
Forge Corporation of Colorado Springs, and will 
devote much of his time in the future to Bryant & 
Stratton matters. 
'38 
Marita Stueve Stone is in our fondest thoughts. 
Dr. Wendell Stone, beloved Professor of Phi- 
losophy at Rollins from 1933 until his retirement in 
1970, passed away on the sixth of October. Dr. 
Stone served as Dean of the College as well as 
Chairman of the Department of Philosophy and 
Religion. He was awarded the Rollins Decoration of 
Honor and the Hamilton Holt Medal. To Tita, all 
alumni convey their deepest condolences. 
THE FORTIES 
'41 
Norine Farr Bills has been named Volunteer 
Coordinator of the Orange County Open Hand 
Volunteers in Orlando. Based at Youth Hall, Norine 
recruits, trains and matches volunteers to needy 
youngsters. 
Robert F. Stonerock, senior partner at Arthur 
Young & Company in Orlando, and former 
President of the Alumni Association, has been 
elected Vice President of the National Association 
of Accountants. 
'42 
Sympathy is extended to Virginia Stout Tarver on 
the loss of her mother in July. 
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'47 
'57 
Jonathan Dunn-Rankin receives Emmy from 
Scatman Crothers of "Chico and the Man" at San 
Diego Emmy Awards May 1, 1976, for "Dollars and 
Sense" series, judged outstanding entry among all 
news programming. 
'58 
Dr. B. Moseley Waite, has been awarded a full 
Professorship of Biochemistry at the Bowman Gray 
School of Medicine at Wake Forest University. 
MARRIAGES: 
Judity O'Brien Fleming and John Edward Meyer, 
on May 29, 1976. 
BIRTHS: 
To Thomas and Roberta Marling Morris, a son, 
Andrew Newcomb, July 19,  1976. 
THE SIXTIES 
'62 
Ann Reiner Bien received her Master of Arts in 
Marriage, Family and Child Counseling from 
Chapman College in May of this year. She is 
working with the Orange County Department of 
Mental Health in Anaheim, California. 
■ ■' tmmmmmmHHHHmttm 
THIS IS YOUR 15TH REUNION YEAR COMING 
UP! COME BACK TO THE COLLEGE IN MARCH, 
YE CLASS OF '62. 
THE FIFTIES 
'52 
1977 WILL BE YOUR 25TH ANNIVERSARY 
YEAR! PLAN TO RETURN TO ROLLINS MARCH 
18, 19 AND 20TH FOR REUNION. THE INDUC- 
TION OF THE CHARTER MEMBERS OF THE 
SPORTS HALL OF FAME WILL SHARE THE 
SPOTLIGHT WITH YOUR REUNION CLASS. 
'55 
Condolences are conveyed to Charles C. 
Lambeth on the loss of his mother in June. 
The "First One In" tennis shop has opened on 
Park Avenue, and the co-owner and operator is 
none other than Nancy Corse Reed. She is also 
reorganizing and directing the National Senior 
Women's Tennis Association from Winter Park. It is 
her desire to keep the lines of communication open 
among Seniors, 35 and over, as well as help with 
tournaments around the country. Nancy has leased 
the Maitland Field Club for five years, and she and 
Kay Merrell will be the Teaching professionals ala 
MFC. 
'56 
Frank D. Hutsell, Assistant Vice President of 
Public Affairs for the Winter Park Telephone 
Company, has been named the new President of 
the Winter Park Chamber of Commerce. 
Kren Fris Tickle was recently named Principal of 
St. Ambrose Episcopal Day School in Ft. 
Lauderdale. 
What a pleasant surprise to see Fritz Baer and 
his lovely wife during their visit to the campus in 
September. Fritz lives in Munich where he is 
Managing Director of a travel services 
organization. 
Dr. Marion Hannah Love has been named to 
chair a new department combining the art, theatre 
arts and speech programs of Lenoir-Rhyne College 
in North Carolina. 
Blyth Eastman Dillon & Company Incorporated 
has named Dwight E. Gould Vice President in the 
Securities Division. Dwight is with the Las Vegas 
office of the New York based investment banking 
and brokerage firm. 
O. L. "Sonny" Peacock was appointed by 
President Ford in July to the advisory committee on 
national marine and atmospheric programs. Sonny 
will serve on a committee which monitors progress 
of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admini- 
stration. Sonny has been a Director of the Florida 
Wildlife Federation and a member of the state's 
Indian Affairs Committee. He resides in Ft. Pierce 
where he is President of Peacock's Fruit and Cattle 
Corporation. He has been commended publicly for 
his "obvious success in managing cattle and 
farming while retaining all of the desirable 
conservation qualities of the properties." 
'64 
Robert Balink, Owner and President of the 
Pensacola Raquet Club and Balink Realty, doesn't 
have enough to do. He has also joined the Penn 
Athletic Products Division of The General Tire & 
Rubber Company as Tennis Promotion Specialist in 
the Southeast. 
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BIRTHS: 
To Robert and Adele Balink, a daughter, Kathryn 
Adele, March 9, 1976. 
'65 
Doug Draper has announced the establishment 
of his own practice at the Tall Oaks of Reston 
Veterinary Clinic in Virginia. 
David L. Woods will receive his Doctorate in 
Philosophy at Ohio State University in December. 
Gordon Relyea was recently commended by 
Central Arizona College for his work with a class of 
Arizona State Prison students, in the positive 
results from his teaching his MBO course, 
Management by Objectives. Combined with his 
motivation approach to student achievement and 
learning process, 21 convicts completed testing 
with "A's." 
Richard Strauss has been named Director of 
Rehabilitation Resources Incorporated in Washing- 
ton D.C., With four Florida offices as well, Rick 
directs comprehensive rehabilitation assessment 
and guidance to the Industrially Disabled. 
The National Life Insurance Company of 
Vermont has recognized Warren S. Wolkenberg 
with membership in the firm's 1976 President's 
Club, for outstanding client services and sales. 
'67 
HERE IS THE CLASS CELEBRATING THEIR 10TH 
ANNIVERSARY! WE GUARANTEE IT IS FUN TO 
SEE AND REMINISCE WITH YOUR CLASSMATES 
AFTER TEN YEARS. DO SO AT REUNION '77 ON 
MARCH 18, 19, and20! 
Ira Gordon visited on campus this summer and 
told us of his experiences as referree for the Avis 
Challenge Cup Tennis Tournament in Kona, Hawaii 
during the spring on NBC. "The highlight was never 
having to default Hie Nastase, who eventually won 
the tournament." 
Carol Bagnell Haglund and her husband, 
Richard, have adjusted to the altitude at 7600 feet 
living in the northern New Mexico mountains. 
Richard received his Ph.D. in Physics last 
December. 
David '68 and Ree Cubellis Hirsch have 
announced the opening of their third store, The 
Hyannis Jewelry Shop, in Orleans, Massachusetts. 
Yes, that was our Margie Impert co-starring on 
NBC's new fall show, "Spencer's Pilots." 
Sue Stonerock has opened her offices at the 
University Professional Center in Tampa, for the 
practice of Cardiology and Internal Medicine. 
Back from a two year tour of duty with the U.S. 
Embassy in London are Pokey Walker Scott and her 
husband, Robert. He is now with Mil-Air Incorpo- 
rated in northern Virginia, and Pokey has an 
antique/interior decoration business, The Blue- 
mont Inn. 
'68 
Charles Sterling Case has been named Director 
of Development at Spartanburg Methodist College 
in South Carolina. 
'69 
Gale Coleman has completed his Masters in 
Education at Georgia State University and taken on 
a new challenge. He has accepted the position of 
Head Basketball Coach at Redan-Hairston High 
School, a new DeKalb County school. He had just 
completed his third record breaking season as 
Baseball Coach at Tucker High School. Classmates 
will remember Gale played both the court and Tne 
field for the Tars, but switched solely to baseball 
his sophomore year and was named an Ail- 
American. 
Wilson Flohr has been promoted to Manager of 
the Magic Kingdom Club at Walt Disney World. 
The United States Tennis Association has ranked 
Wendy Overton #4 this year, while Mona Schallau 
Guerrant '71 is #6. Wendy was recently featured in 
TENNIS magazine. 
John H. Tucker wrote that he looks forward to 
seeing fellow alumni at J. M. Fields in the 
Parkwood Plaza in Orlando, where he has been 
named major appliance manager. 
THESEVENTIES 
'70 
Bill Bieberbach has moved to Cincinnati where 
he is working in Research and Development for 
Taft Communications. He and Sally Coith '71 have 
been most generous with their time and effort 
helping the Association organize an alumni/parent 
meeting in the Cincinnati area later this fall. 
Lynn Fidao is Resident Head of a dormitory for 
800 students at the University of Tennessee at 
Knoxville. 
Donald D. Kintz has been appointed manager of 
industrial relations services for Fiber Industries 
Inc. of the Celanese Corporation in Charlotte. 
BIRTHS: 
To Richard and Linda Hamilton Bennett, a 
daughter, Ashley Nicole, on January 19, 1976. 
'71 
Roni Caruso Cina sends best wishes to all from 
Long Island where she has completed her Masters 
of Science in History and Secondary Education and 
will begin her sixth year of teaching at Ames Junior 
High School in Massapequa. 
Fred Crean has been named Vice President of 
First Marketing Corporation in Ft. Lauderdale. First 
Marketing is a bank marketing firm currently 
publishing personalized newsletters for over 100 of 
the nation's leading banks. 
Linda Manieri Garment has been ordained a 
Deacon in the United Methodist Church. Linda 
plans a team ministry with her husband, Stanley, 
minister of the Richwood, Ohio United Methodist 
Church. 
Carmen Boudet Gomez is back at Rollins 
studying for her Masters in Guidance and 
Counseling. Her husband, Juan, is doing his 
residency at the Orange Memorial Hospital in 
Orlando. 
Amy Ingersoll is a member of the acting 
company at the American Conservatory Theatre in 
San Francisco, while working on her thesis for her 
Masters in Fine Arts. 
MARRIAGES: 
Nathan Powell Laffoon and Catharine Louise 
Hollerith, August 21,  1976. 
BIRTHS: 
To Bill and Marcia Wilson '70 Blasier, a 
daughter, Megan. Webber, on July 22, 1976. 
'72 
5TH REUNION COMING UP! DOES IT SEEM 
POSSIBLE? RETURN TO REUNION '77 AND 
CATCH UP ON THE REST OF THE CLASS 
NEWS.... 
Margie Cooper, tennis raquet in one hand and 
textbook in the other, graduated from Mercer Law 
School where she was a member of the Law 
Review, published four books, won three juris- 
prudence awards and was a member of the Mercer 
Women's Caucus. Simultaneously, she coached 
the Mercer Tennis Team which finished second 
only to the University of Georgia under her 
tutelage. Margie is now in Palm Beach where she 
has accepted a position with Jones, Paine & Foster 
P.A. 
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D. K. Livingston has been promoted to Network 
Manager for Southern Bell Telephone in Atlanta. 
Donning civvies in place of an active duty 
uniform, Bob Malis will take a position as 
Operations Research Analyst with Pacific Air Force 
Headquarters af Hickam AFB in Hawaii. 
Co-editor of the Washington Monitor, a con- 
gressional newsletter, is Wendy Schaetzel. We 
missed Wendy at Reunion last year, but urge her to 
come to Florida soon. 
Michael Strickland has been named President of 
the Barnett Bank of Orlando. He and Sue [Allison 
74) are living in Winter Park. Congratulations and 
best wishes for continued success. 
A member of the first graduating class of the 
Vermont Law School in South Royalton was Robert 
J. Stull. 
The quarter finals of the Florida State Husband- 
Wife Tennis Tournament was played at the Winter 
Park Racquet Club in July. The Orlando Sentinel 
headline read "All is Bliss in Welsh Household after 
Rookie Pair Wins Love Cup." It could not have 
been anyone other than Doug and Candy looker 
'71 Welsh. Doug is an insurance agent now and 
Candy is teaching junior high in Orlando. 
Ray Graves, head Football Coach for the 
University of Florida, hands a reserved block of 
tickets to Rollins Club coordinator, Larry Simo. The 
Fox Club is planning to attend the November 27th 
Florida-Miami game in the Tangerine Bowl 300 
strong. Libations will be provided at the Alumni 
House that morning prior to a bus departure from 
the campus to the stadium. Details will be sent to 
all Rollins Club members. 
J. B. "Steve" Stevens received his Warrant Bars 
from Reserve MYCO Mayor Taylor in ceremonies 
noting his promotion from ES to W1 at the Orlando 
Unit's base. 
MARRIAGES: 
Holly Rogers and James  Loomis,  August 21 
1976. 
'73 
The National Association of Tobacco Distributors 
recently appointed Doug Kling as Insurance 
Coordinator. Doug is also studying for his MBA at 
Pace University in New York. 
Cynthia Garrigue Shea wrote that she finished 
her degree at Utah State in 1973 and is working as 
a Missionary with the Unification Church in New 
York City. 
The Alumni House received a commencement 
program for the University of South Florida College 
of Medicine, and the attached note: "Thanks to 
everyone for helping me attain this goal," signed 
Neil Sullivan. 
MARRIAGES: 
Ellen Drake and Paul Corradini, July 10, 1976. 
Susan Hinrichs and Peter Addenbrook Thomas 
Jr., October 9, 1976. 
'74 
Dean Allan Christensen has also completed 
Medical School at the University of South Florida, 
and is beginning his residency at the Duke Medical 
Center in Durham. 
Commissioned an Ensign by the U.S. Navy in 
August: Kathleen Hurd. She is presently stationed 
at the Supply Corps School in Athens, Georgia. 
It was wonderful to see Bill Sheppard on the 
stage of the Annie Russell this summer reviving his 
role of "The Man of LaMancha." Maggie Delgado 
'75 Sheppard worked as company manager for the 
ART during the season. 
Perhaps, Hugh and Andrea Thompson Tarcai will 
also have a team ministry someday. They are both 
studying at the Rochester Center for Theological 
Studies in New York. 
MARRIAGES: 
Patrice Loraine Ek and John Gregory Collins, 
September 11, 1976. 
Susan Diane Wolf and Timothy D. McDowell, 
May 1, 1976. 
'75 
Employed as a bi-lingual secretary after 
extensive traveling in Spain is Tigger Kronauer with 
MassDesign, a Cambridge, Massachusetts archi- 
tectural firm. 
Fred Lauten has entered Villanova Law School 
this fall. 
Smith, Kline & French Laboratories has assigned 
the Orlando area for sales to Ann Stevens. 
.'76 
David Ford is entering the University of Virginia 
Law School this fall, while Richard Reinhart attends 
Emory and Jim McNamara goes to the American 
Graduate School of International Management in 
Arizona. 
Nan McHenry had a wonderful summer studying 
art in London, and is now back on campus serving 
as Head Resident in New Hall. 
Patrice Shirer was depicted as near-sighted 
when winning the Ms. Spec's Appeal Contest for 
Card's Opticians in the state of Florida. But, she is 
definitely far-sighted as she commences her 
studies at the Peabody Conservatory of Music this 
fall. 
MARRIAGES: 
Cynthia Buttner and Jeffrey Craig Fischer 74, 
July 31, 1976. 
Elizabeth Holly Hamilton and Marvin Giddings, 
June 26, 1976. 
The preceding notes are as of October 1st. News from 
Alumni following this date will appear in the Winter 
issue of THE RECORD. 
IN MEMORIAM 
Curtis  T.   Atkisson,   1924,   deceased   Sep- 
tember 18, 1976. 
Eliot Spence Baker, 1937, deceased July, 1974. 
Joseph   Gaston   Desparois,   1954,   deceased, 
August 14, 1976. 
John Welch Fisher, 1930, deceased August 1, 
1976. 
Whiting Hall, 1931, deceased March 25, 1976. 
Raymond Lynn Kirk, former Director of Alumni 
Affairs for Rollins College, deceased August, 1976. 
Rodman John Lehman, 1929, deceased July 19, 
1976. 
Debra Lewis, 1978, deceased August 18', 1976. 
Louise Hall Moore, 1930, deceased May 21, 
1975. 
Agnes Hill Stiggins, 1908, deceased July 15, 
1976. 
Dr. Wendell Stone, Professor Emeritus of 
Philosophy and Religion at Rollins College from 
1933 until 1970, deceased October 6, 1976. 
Harold Tilden, 1921, deceased September 14, 
1976. 
Ruth Scudder Wooster, 1924, deceased August 
18, 1976. 
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CLASS NEWS 
We often forget that our Rollins friends and classmates are interested in 
knowing "how things are going" with a fellow classmate. We ask that you 
use this coupon for telling your friends - "How things are with you." 
Name 
Address 
Class 
Occupation 
Telephone _ 
Other news 
Business 
Fill me out and mail me to: Class Notes 
Alumni House, Box 2736 
Rollins College 
Winter Park, Florida 32789 
REUNION '77 
When: 
Where: 
Features: 
Special Feature: 
March 18,19, 20,1977 
Campus of Rollins College 
Family Picnic, Class Parties, Golf and Tennis Tourna- 
ments, President's Luncheon, Banquet, Forty Plus 
Luncheon, Chapel Service. 
Induction of Charter Members of the Rollins College 
Sports Hall of Fame. 
************************************************************ 
I wish to help the Reunion '77 Committee and 
   volunteer to assist wherever needed 
would like to work in the area of: 
  Family Picnic 
 Class Parties 
  Tennis Tournament 
  Golf Tournament 
  President's Luncheon 
  Banquet 
  Forty Plus Luncheon 
Name 
Address 
Class 
Return to:       Reunion '77 
Alumni House, Box 2736 
Rollins College 
Winter Park, Florida 32789 
SPORTS HALL OF FAME 
The Sports Hall of Fame Committee seeks nominations based on 
the following criteria: (1) candidate must have attended Rollins 
College prior to 1972, (2) candidate shall have a record of out- 
standing performance at Rollins College, (3) and, or have distin- 
guished him/her self in sports after leaving Rollins College. 
SPORTS HALL OF FAME NOMINATION 
Name 
Sports 
Year. 
Reason(s) for Nomination 
(Please attach separate sheet if necessary) 
Submitted by   Year- 
Address    
Mail To:  Sports Hall of Fame Committee 
Box 2736, Rollins College 
Winter Park, Fla. 32789 
TRAVELING TARS 
I am interested in Oktoberfest 1977 
Name      
Address  
Persons in party. 
Class 
Telephone Number   / 
Suggestions:     
Return to:      Traveling Tars 
Alumni House 
Box 2736, Rollins College 
Winter Park, Fla. 32789 
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A.R.T. 
THE ANNIE RUSSELL THEATRE 
ANNOUNCES IT'S 
FORTY-FIFTH 
1976-1977 SEASON 
CANDIDE 
A new Musical by Leonard Bernstein 
Oct. 21, 22, 23, 28, 29, 30 
SATURDAY, SUNDAY, MONDAY 
A warm, Italian family comedy 
Dec. 2, 3,4, 9, 10, 11 
DEATH OF A SALESMAN 
Arthur Miller's Classic 
Jan. 27, 28, 29, Feb. 3, 4, 5 
WE GOOD DOCTOR 
by the incomparable Neil Simon 
March 17, 18, 19, 24, 25, 26 
ROMEO AND JULIET 
Shakespeare's Classic love story 
May5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14 
MOVING? 
If you are moving, please give us advance notice, so that the Rollins 
College Magazine can follow you to keep you posted on College 
happenings. 
Just drop this coupon into an envelope and mail to: 
Rollins College Alumni Association 
P. O. Box 2736 
Rollins College 
Winter Park, Florida 32789 
(FIRST| (MAIDEN) (LAST) 
J- 
HUSBAND'S NAME OR   INITIALS TELEPHONE 
NEW STREET ADDRESS 
ZIP CODE 
OLD CITY , STATE, ZIP 
EFFECTIVE DATE OF NEW ADDRESS 
/ 
OCCUPATION BUSINESS TELEPHONE 
NAME  OF   EMPLOYER 
Postal regulations require us to pay 10 cents for every copy not de- 
liverable as addressed. Please notify us in advance. We can process it 
more quickly and save the College money on returned mail. Thank you. 
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